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by Dennis Madden
members.atra.com

FROM THE CEOFROM THE CEO

A Customer’s 
Perspective
Great customer service seems 

like such an exception to the 
rule these days that when I 

experience it I like to share that experi-
ence. I like to hear about it from others, 
too, because it’s an opportunity for us 
all to think about the service we provide 
to our customers. 

This particular story involves a 
car purchase. I drive a 1998 Lincoln 
Navigator with well over 200,000 
miles. I love the truck but, let’s face it, 
it’s pretty tired. I was thinking about 
replacing the engine and transmission, 
but the hang up was how long it’d take 
to get it back on the road; not to men-
tion my wife is getting tired of it. So we 
were leaning toward replacing it. 

I began some casual internet 
searches on a few different model 
SUVs, about three or four years old. I 
left inquiries at five dealers; one dealer 
was in town so I stopped by just to 
peruse the lot. They tried to convince 
me how foolish it was to buy a used 
car, so I left. 

I received a response from a 
salesman named James later that day 
(Thursday). He was from one of the 
internet inquiries: Fletcher Jones Motor 
Cars. It occurred to me that this dealer 
was 100 miles away; too far to consider 
shopping there.

In fact, I made it clear to James that 
I wouldn’t come down there unless we 
made a deal (and a good one at that!) 
in advance, since I had no plans on 
driving 100 miles and then returning 
empty-handed.

The following day I gave James 
the details of what I was looking for 

and my budget; I still hadn’t heard from 
the other dealers. Shortly afterward he 
sent a list of cars that fit my criteria. By 
Monday we’d narrowed it down to one 
that we were interested in.

The next thing we knew, James 
sent us an e-mail with a video he took 
that day, highlighting the car’s features. 
Then he sent us the sales details.

After going through the details and 
the terms, I told James I didn’t know 
when I could make it down there to test 
drive the car; this is where it got inter-
esting. He said, “Don’t worry about it; 
we’ll send the car to you. You can take 
it for a spin and if you don’t like it, send 
it back.” What? They’re going to drive 
100 miles with the hope of making a 
sale? I had nothing to lose so I agreed. 

The next day I got a call from 
James that the car was on its way and 
it’d be at my house around 3 PM. I 
met the driver, Dave, at three o’clock 
as planned. We took the car for a drive 
and loved it; this was too easy. It turns 
out Dave was a notary public so he was 
prepared with all the paperwork. The 
next thing I knew we bought a car. 

Then, Dave spent about an hour 
going through more of its features: set-
ting our presets and so forth. After that 
he hopped in the Navigator and off he 
went on his 100-mile journey home. I 
couldn’t believe it: Last Thursday I’m 
just shopping on the internet and the 
following Tuesday I’ve got a car parked 
in my driveway. 

About a week later I get a booklet 
from them that covered their services 
and some of the “perks” they provide 
their customers, like free shuttle ser-

vice to the airport. Just park your car 
at their secured parking lot and they’ll 
drop you off and pick you up from the 
airport nearby (and wash your car prior 
to your arrival).

They also offer a complimentary 
car wash any time you happen to be in 
the area, and they provide a loaner car 
any time you drop your car off for ser-
vice. They have a pet area for your dog, 
a play area for your kids, and a patio 
lounge with free WiFi; it was amazing. 

And the other dealers I sent inqui-
ries to? I heard from one of them about 
four days later; two of them never both-
ered to respond at all.

This experience illustrates how 
five different businesses, all selling the 
same thing, can have a wide disparity 
in the level of customer service they 
offer. One I would never recommend 
or go to again. I don’t have much of an 
opinion about three of them — I don’t 
even remember their names! — and one 
of them I’ve talked about to practically 
everyone I know. 

When it comes to your business, 
what do your customers think and how 
do they compare your service to your 
competition? It’s not just about what 
you do; often it’s more about how 
you do it. Think about that: Are your 
customers talking about your great ser-
vice? And if not, why not?

Oh, and the Navigator? Turns out 
I made that 100-mile drive after all and 
bought it back; it just meant too much 
to my dog.
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Diagnosing Chrysler’s CVT Transmission

Keep Those TrannYs rolling

In our last issue of Keep Those 
Trannys Rolling, we touched on 
the Chrysler’s CVT transmission. 

In this issue we’ll examine the diagnos-
tic routines needed to keep this CVT 
transmission rolling down the road. To 
understand the diagnostic routines for 
Chrysler’s CVT transmission, you must 
first understand what it takes to control 
this CVT transmission. 

Chrysler’s CVT Controls
Chrysler’s CVT transmission is 

controlled by a Transmission Control 
Module (TCM), which is located 
behind the left side of the dash. The 
TCM monitors several direct inputs to 
control the CVT transmission opera-
tion. These inputs include:
•	 Transmission range switch
•	 Input and output speed sensors
•	 Primary and secondary pressure 

sensors
•	 Transmission temperature sensor
•	 Autostick shifter (if equipped)

The TCM also uses indirect inputs 
from the CAN bus system to control 
transmission operation. These are:
•	 PCM requests
•	 Engine load information (provid-

ed by the PCM)
•	 Brake switch signal
•	 ABS status signals

Keep Those TrannYs rolling

Diagnosing 
Chrysler’s CVT 
Transmission

by Pete Huscher
members.atra.com

Figure 1: Valve Body Components
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Diagnosing Chrysler’s CVT Transmission

•	 Charging system voltage
•	 Engine RPM
•	 Accelerator pedal position
•	 A/C system requests
•	 Engine coolant temperature
•	 Ignition switch position
•	 Vehicle speed

The TCM controls CVT operation 
by controlling the function of various 
actuators and solenoids located on the 
valve body (figure 1), such as:

Line Pressure Control Solenoid 
— controls line pressure to the trans-
mission hydraulic system.

Secondary Pressure Control 
Solenoid — controls pressure to the 

secondary pulley system.
TCC/Select Switch Valve 

Solenoid — controls switching valve 
operation.

TCC Solenoid — controls TCC 
apply and release.

Stepper Motor — controls ratio 
changes commanded by the TCM.

Primary Pressure Sensor — pro-
vides TCM with primary circuit pres-
sure information.

Secondary Pressure Sensor — 
provides TCM with secondary circuit 
pressure information.

EEPROM — supplies TCM 
with specific vehicle calibration  

information.

Diagnosing Chrysler’s 
CVT

Now, that you have a better under-
standing of what controls Chrysler’s 
CVT, it’s time to take a look at diagnos-
ing this transmission. The first couple 
of steps to any diagnostic routine are:
•	 Identify customer’s complaint
•	 Road test vehicle to verify trans-

mission operation
After you’ve verified the custom-

er’s complaint, it’s time to check the 
computer system for codes. You can 
access the vehicle’s computer system 

Figure 2: TCM C1 Connector Figure 3: TCM C2 Connector
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Diagnosing Chrysler’s CVT Transmission

by connecting your scan tool to the 
vehicle data link connector, located 
under the left side of the dash. The data 
link connector will allow you to access 
all on board modules.

Be sure to document any codes 
found in all other modules before 
retrieving codes from the TCM. Codes 
set in other modules will interfere with 
transmission operation. 

Transmission Diagnostic 
Trouble Codes

The following chart provides a list 
of diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs) that 
you might encounter while working 
on Chrysler’s CVT, a brief diagnostic 
routine for each of the codes listed, and 
connector terminal information (fig-
ures 2, 3, and 4).

Figure 5: CVT Transmission Wiring Schematic

Figure 4: Transmission Connector

Be sure to document 
any codes found in all 
other modules before 
retrieving codes from 
the TCM. Codes set 

in other modules will 
interfere with transmission 

operation. 
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Diagnosing Chrysler’s CVT Transmission

Pressure Test
Pressure testing Chrysler’s CVT is 

pretty straightforward. The CVT offers 
seven pressure ports to check transmis-
sion pressure. These pressure test ports 
(figures 5, 6, and 7) and specifications 
(at idle) are:

Warning: CVT pressure is capable 
of exceeding 1000 PSI. Always use a 
high pressure gauge to prevent injury 
or damage and to guarantee useable 
readings.

1. Mainline (72-870 PSI)
2. Forward Clutch (in drive: 15-217 

PSI)
3. Primary (15-870 PSI)
4. Torque Converter Apply (applied: 

142 PSI)
5. Torque Converter Release 

(released: 142 PSI)
6. Secondary (15-870 PSI)
7. Reverse Brake (in reverse: 15-217 

PSI)
Well there you have it: a quick 

look at the diagnostic routines needed 
to keep this CVT rolling down the road. 
With a little bit of understanding on 
how to diagnose Chrysler’s CVT trans-
mission, you should have no problem 
keeping those trannys rolling.

Figure 6: Pressure Tap Locations

Figure 7: Pressure Tap Locations

(DTC Chart continued on pages 12 
and 14)
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Diagnosing Chrysler’s CVT Transmission

DTC DESCRIPTION AND DIAGNOTICS

P0219 P0219 (Engine Over-speed): Monitored engine speed exceeded 6800 RPM. Check for speed sensor codes, if none, 
check transmission slip.

P0562, P0563
P0562 (Battery voltage low) & P0563 (Battery voltage high): TCM detects system voltage below 9.0 vdc or above 16.0 
vdc for more than 5 seconds. Check charging system, TIPM power control circuit, TCM power/ground circuits, check 
possible TCM failure.

P0571 P0571 (Brake switch performance): TCM detects no brake switch input during transmission gear selection. Check 
brake switch input to TCM.

P0602 P0602 (Control module programming error/not programmed): TCM has not received valid vehicle information from the 
FCM. Check CAN bus circuits. Check TIPM or TCM not programmed with vehicle information.

P0610 P0610 (ECU vehicle options mismatch): Vehicle information from FCM/TIPM does not match TCM vehicle information. 
Check for FCM/TIPM or TCM replacement. Reprogram FCM/TIPM or TCM as needed.

P0641 P0641 (Sensor reference voltage 1 circuit): TCM detects 5 volt reference circuit is out of range. Check TCM power/
grounds. Check wiring and connections. Check possible faulty TCM.

P0707, P0708 P0707 (TRS circuit low) & P0708 (TRS circuit high): TCM has received an improper signal from the transmission range 
switch. Check transmission range switch. Check connections and wiring. Check possible faulty TCM.

P0711, P0712, 
P0713

P0711 (TTS performance), P0712 (TTS low) & P0713 (TTS high): TCM has encountered a problem in the transmission 
temperature sensor circuit. Check TTS operation. Check wiring and connections. Check possible faulty TCM.

 P0716,  P0717
P0716 (ISS circuit performance) & P0717 (ISS circuit, no signal): TCM has received an invalid signal from the ISS. 
Check and repair engine performance concerns related to crankshaft and camshaft sensors. Check ISS operation. 
Check wiring and connections. Check possible faulty ISS or TCM.

P0721, P0722
P0721 (OSS circuit performance) & P0722 (OSS circuit, no signal): TCM has received an invalid signal from the OSS. 
Check and repair engine performance concerns related to crankshaft and camshaft sensors. Check TCC operation.  
Check OSS operation. Check wiring and connections. Check possible faulty OSS or TCM.

P0730
P0730 (Incorrect gear ratio): TCM has detected a transmission slip. Check for speed sensor codes, repair as needed. 
Check for commanded ratio change. Check Stepper Motor operation. Check ratio control valve operation. Check inter-
nal transmission failure.

P0741 P0741 (TCC circuit performance): TCM has detected excessive TCC slip. Check TCC operation. Check TCC solenoid 
operation. Check TCC control valve. Check stator support. Check possible torque converter failure.

P0746
P0746 (LPS performance): TCM has detected that line pressure is out of range by monitoring the ISS and OSS inputs 
to the TCM. Check for speed sensor codes, repair as needed. Check LPS circuit wiring and connections. Check LPS 
operation. Check possible faulty LPS, TCM or internal leak in transmission.

P0776, P0777

P0776 (SPS stuck off) & P0777 (SPS stuck on): TCM has detected a difference between the desired secondary pres-
sure and the actual secondary pressure. Check secondary pressure switch circuit, wiring and connections. Check line 
pressure and secondary pressure. Check secondary pressure sensor operation. Check secondary pressure solenoid 
operation. Check for possible internal leak in secondary hydraulic circuit. Check possible faulty TCM.

P0826
P0826 (Up/Down shift switch circuit): TCM has detected an erratic input from the Up/Down shift switch circuit. Check 
Up/Down shift switch operation. Check wiring and connections. Ck possible faulty Up/Down shift switch or possible 
faulty TCM.

P0842, P0843

P0842 (POP sensor circuit low) & P0843 (POP sensor circuit high): TCM has detected that the primary oil pressure 
sensor circuit voltage has either dropped below 0.09vdc or has exceeded 4.7vdc. Check TCM 5 volt reference circuit. 
Check primary oil pressure sensor circuit. Check wiring and connections. Check primary oil pressure sensor. Check for 
leak in primary hydraulic circuit. Check possible faulty TCM.

P0847, P0848

P0847 (SOP sensor circuit low) & P0848 (SOP sensor circuit high): TCM has detected that the secondary oil pressure 
sensor circuit voltage has either dropped below 0.09vdc or has exceeded 4.7vdc. Check TCM 5 volt reference circuit. 
Check secondary oil pressure sensor circuit. Check wiring and connections. Check secondary oil pressure sensor. 
Check for leak in secondary hydraulic circuit. Check possible faulty TCM. 

(DTC Chart continued on page 14)
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Diagnosing Chrysler’s CVT Transmission

DTC DESCRIPTION AND DIAGNOTICS

P0962, P0963
P0962 (PCS A circuit low) & P0963 (PCS A circuit high): TCM has detected an incorrect voltage on the pressure con-
trol solenoid A circuit. Check PCS A circuit wiring and connections. Check PCS A resistance (3.0-9.0 ohms). Check 
possible faulty TCM.

P0966, P0967
P0966 (PCS B circuit low) & P0967 (PCS B circuit high): TCM has detected an incorrect voltage on the pressure con-
trol solenoid B circuit. Check PCS B circuit wiring and connections. Check PCS B resistance (3.0-9.0 ohms). Check 
possible faulty TCM.

P128B, P128C, 
P128D, P128E

P128B (TCM pwr circuit low/TIPM), P128C (TCM pwr circuit high/TIPM), P128D (TCM pwr circuit open) & P128E 
(TCM pwr circuit, over-current/TIPM): TCM has detected an incorrect voltage on the TCM power circuits. Check TCM 
power and ground circuits. Check TIPM supplied voltage to TCM. Check wiring and connections. Check possible faulty 
TIPM or Faulty TCM.

P161B
P161B (Battery disconnect/TCM internal): TCM has detected that the calculated checksum does not match the stored 
checksum configuration or the TCM has encountered an interruption in the TCM power source. Check TCM power and 
grounds, repair as needed. Check for correct calibration in TCM and TIPM. Check for possible faulty TIPM or TCM.

P1661 P1661 (Sensor ground reference circuit): TCM has detected an open circuit in the sensor ground circuit. Check sensor 
ground circuit wiring and connections, repair as needed. Check possible faulty TCM.

P1679

P1679 (Calibration not learned) & P167A (Calibration mismatch):  TCM has detected that the TCM EEPROM (located 
in transmission) is not calibrated to the TCM. If the TCM, transmission or valvebody have been replaced, transfer 
original EEPROM from the original transmission to the new transmission assembly. Reprogram EEPROM with correct 
calibration.

P1702
P1702 (POP & SOP sensor correlation): TCM has detected an out of range correlation between the primary oil pres-
sure sensor and the secondary oil pressure sensor. Check wiring and connections, repair as needed. Check primary 
and secondary oil pressure sensors. Check for internal hydraulic system leaks. Check possible faulty TCM.

P1723
P1723 (Lock up/Select control circuit): TCM has detected that the actual TCC On/Off status does not match the 
requested TCC On/Off status. Check TCC On/Off solenoid operation. Check wiring and connections, repair as needed. 
Check possible faulty TCM.

P1729
P1729 (Transmission ratio control circuit): TCM has detected that the stepper motor On/Off status does not match the 
TCM requested On/Off status. Check stepper motor circuits. Check wiring and connections, repair as needed. Check 
stepper motor operation. Check possible faulty TCM.

P2769
P2769 (TCC circuit low) & P2770 (TCC circuit high): TCM has detected an incorrect voltage on the TCC solenoid cir-
cuit. Check wiring and connections, repair as needed. Check TCC solenoid resistance (3.0-9.0 ohms). Check possible 
faulty TCM.

U0001, U0100, 
U0121, U0141, 
U1146

U0001 (Can C bus), U0100 (Lost comm. w/ECM/PCM), U0121 (Lost comm. w/ABS), U0141 (Lost comm. w/IPM (FCM/
TIPM) & U1146 (Lost comm. w/external memory): TCM has detected a loss of communication with a companion 
module. Check CAN and data line systems. Check wiring and connections. Check individual module’s powers and 
grounds, repair as needed. Check external EEPROM. Check possible faulty TCM.

U1400,U1401, 
U1407, U140F, 
U1410, U1412, 
U1424

U1400 (Implausible TPS signal received), U1401 (Implausible engine speed signal received), U1407 (Implausible 
engine torque request received), U140F (Implausible engine variant data), U1410 (Implausible FCM variant data), 
U1412 (Implausible vehicle speed signal received), U1424 (Implausible engine torque speed received), U1425 
(Implausible pedal position signal received) & U1426 (Implausible TCC slip request signal received): TCM has detect-
ed implausible inputs from the FCM/TIPM, PCM/ECM or ABS module. Check shared data in affected module and 
TCM. Check CAN bus system. Check PCM/ECM, FCM/TIPM, ABS module & TCM calibrations. Check for faulty FCM/
TIPM, PCM/ECM, ABS module or TCM.

U1428, U1429
U1428 (Received engine torque request stuck) & U1429 (Received engine torque signal stuck): TCM has detected no 
change in the engine torque signal request from the PCM. Check CAN and data lines. Check wiring and connections, 
repair as needed. Check for faulty FCM/TIPM, ECM/PCM or TCM.   
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Over the last several years 
we’ve discussed the need to 
install updated calibrations 

to repair common transmission and 
driveability issues in today’s vehicles. 
Many technicians are interested in 
doing reprogramming but most are still 
intimidated or may not quite know 
where to start.

On a trip to Detroit last fall, I 
decided to visit the leading company 
in reprogramming: Drew Technologies 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Drew 
Technologies builds reprogramming 
solutions for just about everyone in 
the industry including Snap-on, Bosch, 
Launch, and Ease on the independent 
side, as well as several OEMs (figure 
1).

The folks at Drew Technologies 
are fantastic to work with and they’re 
very willing to share their information 
with the transmission repair industry.

Three processes are used for repro-
gramming: Direct, Remote, and Pass 
Thru. The process used by most of the 
independent repair industry is known as 
J-2534, J-2534-1, or pass through. 

To reprogram a vehicle you’ll need 
some equipment, such as cables and a 
J-2534, J-2534-1 pass through device, 
or possess a scan tool with pass through 
capabilities.

What does J-2534 mean? J-2534 
is an SAE (Society of Automotive 
Engineers) standard for the interface 
between a manufacturer’s calibration 
web site and the vehicle computer 
you’re attempting to reprogram. This 
typically requires a special module or 
other pass through device that meets 
aJ-2534 standards to interface a PC or 
laptop with the vehicle. 

Using a laptop or PC and a hard-
wired high speed connection to the 
internet you can reprogram virtually 
any OBD-II vehicle on the market. 

Reprogramming 
Your Brain Steve Garrett

members.atra.com

Recalibrating the 
computers 
in today’s 

vehicles isn’t 
as difficult as it 
might sound, 

and the benefits 
can be huge.
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Updated software calibrations are 
accessed through factory web sites 
based on the brand of vehicle you’re 
working on.

Generally there’s a charge for load-
ing the software and you’ll have sev-
eral different price points, depending 
on how much recalibration work you 
perform. 

To determine if an update is avail-
able for your specific application you’ll 
need to locate the current calibration 
with your scan tool and compare it 
to the calibration numbers available 
from the manufacturer. Sometimes the 
manufacturers will issue bulletins list-
ing an update for a specific condition, 
but don’t count on always finding a 
bulletin related the condition you’re 
experiencing.

Once you locate the update, you’ll 
need to follow a process to load the 
calibration into the vehicle’s computer. 
Make sure the operating system on 
your PC is compatible with the repro-
gramming pass through equipment. 
Make sure your PC or laptop meets the 
minimum specifications required by the 
manufacturer.

The process is the same no matter 
which vehicle computer you’re repro-
gramming. The process will typically 
take somewhere between 10 minutes 
and 3 hours, depending on the vehicle. 

You’ll also need to follow some spe-
cific precautions to prevent problems or 
damage to the vehicle computer during 
reprogramming. 

1. Make sure all accessories are 
turned off before starting the 
reprogramming process.

2. The emergency brake must be set 
to enable programming on some 
vehicles, so set the emergency 
brake on all vehicles just to be 
safe.

3. Never turn the key off, start the 
engine, disconnect the battery, or 
disconnect the DLC while repro-
gramming is in process.

4. Use a hard-wired connection to 
the internet and to the vehicle. 
While you can reprogram using 
wireless technology, far fewer 
problems occur when using hard-
wired connections.

5. Install a battery maintainer when 
reprogramming. A battery main-
tainer is different than a battery 
charger. If you use a charger, 
make sure it produces very lit-
tle AC ripple. An alternate bat-
tery source is essential as some 
vehicles take a long time for the 
calibration to load and the bat-
tery must not go dead during the 
process.

6. Disable your antivirus software, 
firewall, popup blockers, and 
screen savers on your PC when 
reprogramming.

7. Never run any applications other 
than the J-2534 application on 
your PC or laptop during repro-
gramming.

8. After reprogramming the ECM 
or TCM it may be necessary to 
perform a relearn procedure for 
the idle and shift adapts.

So far so good, right? Not much 
to be afraid of, is there? If you aren’t 
reprogramming in your shop, you’re 
losing money… lots of money. The 
investment isn’t large and the learning 
curve isn’t that bad.

Next time we’ll explore the pro-
cess and procedures you’ll use to repro-
gram an actual vehicle. So until then, 
remember: “Even if you fall on your 
face, you’re still moving forward.”
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Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 1

Have you ever wondered why 
one transmission performs 
better and shifts smoother 

than another? This may happen when 
the transmissions are the same model, 
built by the same person and with the 
same parts installed. There are differ-
ent factors to consider, such as engine 
performance, axle ratio, tire size, and 
vehicle weight. Another is wear in the 
valve body. That’s the area we’re going 
to concentrate on. 

Many valve bodies have valves 
that are commonly worn out. Knowing 
which valves to check and how to 
check them greatly improve your 
repairs. Here, we’ll look at how to test 
a Chrysler RE series valve body. The 
RE series valve body has two com-
mon wear areas, the Pressure Regulator 
Valve and the Throttle Valve. 

We’ll look at different ways to 
check these valves for wear and offer 
some solutions to fix them

TALES FROM THE BENCH

Chrysler RE Series Valve 
Body Evaluation; Part 1 by Jarad Warren

members.atra.com

Figure 1
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Before Getting Started
Before you begin any repairs, 

always:
1.  Research the customer complaint 

and failed components. (Basically, 
know why the transmission is on 
your bench!) 

2. Clean and dry all the valves and 
bores before testing.

3. Test the valves in their working 
positions.

Many of the tests we’ll look at are 
subjective; there aren’t absolutes for 
the results. It’s kind of like air checking 
a clutch drum. You know what’s good 
and what’s not by repetition and testing 
experience.

It’s a good idea to keep a log of 
tested valves and valve bodies. Keep 
track of locations tested and the results 
before and after the fix. Your log will 
help you discover problem patterns and 
save money on unnecessary valve or 
valve body replacement.

There are many conditions that 
influence the pressure regulator valve. 
Valve bore wear can cause balance oil 
or feed oil to leak into a balance circuit 
that shouldn’t have any. Bore wear can 
create line pressure stability problems, 
soft or hard shifts, and transmission 
durability issues. 

Here’s where we see the most com-

mon wear (Figure 1):
A. Pressure Regulator Valve 

(Lands A, C, & F)
B. Throttle Valve (Lands A & B)
Let’s take a look at some ways to 

test the system. Keep in mind that all of 
these options for testing the valve body 
are subjective. Some common methods 
to testing valve bodies are:

1. Wiggle the valve in the bore: This 
test is pretty straight forward, 
simply move the valve in the bore 
and wiggle it side to side. If you 
have movement, you need to fix 
the area of concern.

2. Bore Scope (Figure 2): A bore-
scope is an optical device consist-
ing of a rigid or flexible tube with 

Figure 3Figure 2

Figure 4
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Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 1

an eyepiece on one end, an objective lens on the other 
linked together by a relay optical system in between. 
The optical system is usually surrounded by optic fibers 
used for illumination of the remote object. An internal 
image of the illuminated object is formed by the objec-
tive lens and magnified by the eyepiece which presents 
it to the viewer. Some have a large screen making it 
easier to see the wear. Others have plug-ins to let you 
connect the borescope to a computer monitor or TV. 
A ninety-degree attachment makes it easier to see the 
surface of the bore. Borescopes won’t fit into all valve 
bores because the camera head is too large.

3. Wet Air Test (Figure 3): Simply add ATF to the port 
you’re testing, cover the test port with a clear plexiglass. 
Make sure you have a small hole drilled through the 
glass. Apply a small amount of air pressure. Look for 
bubbles around valve; indicated by the red arrow? That 
indicates a leak that may need to be addressed.

4. Vacuum Testing (Figure 4): Vacuum testing involves a 
vacuum machine, gauges, and test plates. Simply isolate 
or seal a circuit and attempt to pull air between the two 
lands. 

Testing for PR Valve Bore Wear
The complaint on this transmission was occasional harsh 

shifts.
Test location “A’ is line pressure; it has two large bore 

areas and two casting lands. Inspect for scratches and shiny 
bore wear on the lands and casting. We used the borescope to 
identify any issues on this land (figure 5).

Test location “B” is a passage between two of the 
orifice balance locations for the pressure regulator valve.  
We performed a wet air test on this land to identify the issue 
(Figure 6). 

Figure 5

Figure 6
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Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 1

Let’s test location “C”. Location 
“C” is an orifice oil location: On one 
side we have throttle pressure, on the 
other an exhaust port. A small amount 
of transmission assembly lube to seal 
the tester to location “C” and we’re 
ready to vacuum test (figure 7).  

Notice the plastic test plate? This 
allows you to test this port without 
covering the ports next to it. I made this 
test plate from a flat piece of plastic. 
It’s narrow enough that it won’t cover 
any other ports. You can buy this type 
of clear plastic at any hardware or 
home improvement store.  

Test location “D” is the throttle 
reducing valve port. This port is fed 
from the throttle pressure valve; it 
has balance oil on either side. If you 
have any wear here, throttle pressure 
and balance oil will crossleak into one 
another.

Test location “E” is another bal-
ance oil port. One side has a throttle 
reducing valve; the other has a reduc-
ing plug. 

Test location “F” is another bal-
ance port. The most common areas for 
wear are the reducing valve plug or 
sleeve (figure 8). If you see air bubbles 
during a wet air test at the location 
indicated by the red arrow, it indicates 
wear that you need to address.

That’s six locations, but they only 
took about two or three minutes to test.  
At all six locations you can perform 
a wet air test, visual inspection, or a 
vacuum test.

Throttle Valve
You can make a simple tool that 

helps check this bore. The bore tends to 
wear in these areas (figure 9). To make 
the tool you need a five-inch piece of 
tubing and an old throttle valve. Grind 
the stem of the valve and press the 
tubing onto the valve stem to make a 
handle on the valve (figure 10).

Figure 8

Figure 7

Figure 9

At all six locations 
you can perform a 
wet air test, visual 

inspection, or a 
vacuum test.
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Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 1

Slide the tool into the throttle 
bore and wiggle from side to side 
as you move it along the length of 
the bore (figure 11). As you reach 
the areas that are likely to wear, pay 
close attention to amount of side-
to-side movement. If you have too 
much movement, the bore is worn. 

You can also vacuum test or wet 
air test location A. But this bore has 
an orifice built into the casting wall 
that you’ll need to seal before per-
forming these tests. A small piece of 
o-ring works well to seal this port so 
you can perform a vacuum or wet air 
test (figure 12).

A worn throttle valve may cause 
inconstant up-and-down shifts, hard-
to-adjust throttle pressure, and no 
kickdown, just to name a few. There 
are several choices for replacing and 
repairing the throttle valve; contact 
your local supplier.

Next month we’ll take a look 
at other areas that may need atten-
tion on the Chrysler RE series valve 
body, as we continue to relate more 
tales from the bench. 

Special thanks to TransAction 
Transmission in Forest Grove, 
Oregon for the valve bodies shown.

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12
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Ford’s 6R140 TorqShift trans-
mission was designed to com-
pete directly with the Allison, 

GM 6L80, and other 6-speed, heavy 
duty applications (figure 1). Ford is 
diligently moving forward in their use 
of the Lepelletier-style powerflow. 
Proven to work in the smaller appli-
cations, Ford pushed the boundaries a 
little further. 

We’ve talked about the Torqshift 
in other articles but this time we’re 
going to take a closer look at its key 
features. 

A benefit of the Lepelletier 
powerflow is how it reduces 
the number of gearset and clutch 
connections to a minimum. The six 
speeds require only five clutches, and 
the speeds of the clutches relative to 
one another are low, increasing the 
system’s efficiency.

The 6.7-liter Power Stroke, V-8, 
turbocharged diesel will run anywhere 
from 735-800 lb-ft of torque at 1600 
RPM and an estimated horsepower of 
390-400 HP at 2800 RPM. To handle 
all that power, Ford had to strengthen 
their transmission by beefing up 
the Ravigneaux planetary gearset 
compared to the 6R60 (figure 2).

LET'S PLAY BALL

6R140 
O v e r v i e w . . .
It's the Real Deal

by Lance Wiggins
members.atra.com

Figure 1

Figure 2

6R140
6R60
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A Ford-patented, rocker one-way 
clutch is integrated in the carrier to 
improve 1-2 shift quality through the 
gearset (figure 3).

The ratios for the 6R140 are:
3.97:1 for 1st 
2.32:1 for 2nd 
1.52:1 for 3rd 
1.15:1 for 4th
0.86:1 for 5th
0.67: 1 for 6th 
3.13:1 for reverse
The two overdrive gears create 

a shorter ratio. This, combined with 

different available rear axle ratios, 
gives the Torqshift the pulling power 
it needs. Let’s take a closer look at the 
internals and how they operate.

The solenoid body strategy is  
programmed into the PCM or TCM to 
control the shift, Line Pressure Control 
(LPC), and TCC solenoids to improve 
shift quality. The solenoid body tag 
on the transmission case contains the 
13-digit solenoid body strategy and the 
8-digit solenoid body identification.

Any time you install a new valve 
body, you’ll need to reprogram the 

PCM or TCM with a new solenoid body 
strategy. A replacement solenoid body 
tag is supplied with each new solenoid 
body, which contains the 13-digit sole-
noid body strategy and the 8-digit so-
lenoid body identification (figure 4 and 
5). Place the new tag over the original 
solenoid body tag.

If the solenoid body strategy 
printed on the tag doesn’t match the 
solenoid body tag on the side of the 
transmission case, you’ll need to repro-
gram the PCM or TCM with the correct 
solenoid body strategy, or you could  

Figure 4Figure 3

Figure 5
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end up with erratic shifts.
The valve body consists of a valve 

body assembly with solenoids and is 
controlled by a PCM for gas engine ap-
plications and a Transmission Control 
Module (TCM) for diesel engine ap-
plications. The PCM or TCM operates 
the electrical components to provide 
refined engagement feel, shift feel, and 
shift scheduling. 

In the event of a failsafe, the 
PCM or TCM defaults to park, reverse, 
neutral, and 5th gear with TCC 
unlocked as the only available gears. 
You still have a manual 1st and manual 
2nd operation and when the shifter is 
engaged in the overdrive position 5th 
gear. With SSB, SSE, and the LPC sole-
noid being normally high solenoids, the 
unit defaults to 5th gear with full line 
pressure whenever there’s no current to 
the transmission.

The solenoids are calibrated from 
the factory and aren’t all the same. 
There are two types of solenoids: 
normally high and normally low.  

You can replace the solenoids sepa-
rately, but only with the same type of  
solenoid. The replacement solenoid 
band number must match the band 

number of the solenoid being replaced. 
The band number is printed on the side 
of the solenoid and will be a 2, 3, 4,  
or 5 (figure 6).

Figure 6

Figure 7

6R140 Overview... It's the Real Deal
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Always use a scribe or etching 
machine to mark the solenoids during 
disassembly. This will make it easy to 
return the solenoids to their proper lo-
cations during reassembly (figure 7).

Outside the transmission there are 
only three external controls:
•	 Brake Shift Interlock System
•	 Transmission Control Switch 

(TCS)
•	 Select Shift Transmission (SST) 

Switch 
The Brake Shift Interlock system 

prevents the selector from moving out 
of park without applying the brakes. 
The system consists of a Brake Shift 
Interlock Actuator (BSIA) located on 
the lower right side of the steering 
column. When you turn the ignition on 
and the selector is in park, the BSIA is 
de-energized, and holds the selector in 
park. When you apply the brakes, the 
BSIA energizes, allowing you to move 
the shifter lever out of park.

The Transmission Control Switch 
(TCS) is a momentary contact switch 
located on the end of the selector lever. 
Nothing new here; they’ve had a switch 

like this since 1989. The difference 
is the TCS isn’t an overdrive cancel 
switch; it’s a Tow/Haul switch.

Tow/Haul raises the shift points to 
take full advantage of engine power. 
It also changes the downshifts when 
going down hills and will take advan-
tage of engine braking to help slow the 
vehicle.

The Select Shift Transmission 

(SST) Switch (figure 8) is located on 
the selector lever. When the selector 
lever is in the D position the select shift 
transmission allows the driver to pro-
gressively lock out overdrive gears but 
keeps the transmission shifting auto-
matically through lower gears. 

When towing in busy traffic or 
hilly areas, this prevents the transmis-
sion from shift hunting when loads 

6R140 Overview... It's the Real Deal

Figure 8
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can’t be pulled in overdrive gears.
When you move the selector lever 

to the M position, you take complete 
control over transmission shifts by 
manually selecting which gear to oper-
ate in. This allows you to hold any gear 
range, giving you more control of the 
vehicle.

The select shift switch isn’t ser-
viceable. If a new switch is required, 

you’ll need to install a new selector 
lever assembly.

You enable the select shift by press-
ing the toggle switch located on the 
selector lever (figure 9). Once you’ve 
applied the switch, all available gears 
will be displayed above the PRNDL 
display. The current gear will be dis-
played in orange and all other gears will 
be displayed in ice blue.

When you shift the selector lever 
into the M position, all of the gears 
shown on the instrument cluster will 
disappear except the gear the trans-
mission is in. Pressing plus (+) on the 
toggle switch once will shift the trans-
mission to next higher gear. Pressing 
minus (–) on the toggle switch will shift 
the transmission to next lower gear. 

If downshifting the transmission 
would cause engine overspeed, the 
gear desired will flash, then disap-
pear, indicating shift was attempted 
but not achieved. When select shift 
isn’t enabled, only the PRNDL will 
remain displayed and the row above 
will remain dark.

Ford’s 6R140 is built to a high 
standard and capable of competing with 
other big transmissions. They say com-
petition breeds champions; if so, the 
future looks bright for Ford. Until next 
time, keep competing and let’s play 
ball!

Figure 9
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U.S.CAFE (Corporate 
Average Fuel 
Economy) stan-

dards have become more aggressive, 
requiring auto manufacturers to design 
cars and trucks that provide better fuel 
economy. For 2016 the standard will 
rise to 37.8 MPG for a fleet average, 
with a target of 54.5 MPG by 2025. 
Advances like this require more than 
just more efficient engines — they 
require efficiency in the entire car. 

Over the past few years, particu-

larly the past five years, we’ve seen a 
rapid increase in the efficiency of the 
automatic transmission, not only by 
increasing the number of gears they 
provide but also by reducing the effort 
on the engine to operate it. Let’s take a 
look at a couple of these advancements 
and what’s headed “down the road” in 
the years to come.

There are a couple of terms used to 
describe the gear differences between 
transmissions: Gear steps and spread. 
Gear steps are the differences from 

one gear to the next. 
That is, how wide 
the variation is from 
one gear ratio to the 
next.

For example, 
going from a 3.78:1 
first gear ratio to a 
1.54 second gear 
ration is a huge step. 
The difference in 
engine RPM from 
first to second will 
be dramatic. On the 
other hand, a ratio 
of 3.78:1 to 3.25:1 

is a short step, with very little engine 
RPM drop during the shift. The gear 
step plays an important role in keeping 
the engine operating within its optimal 
RPM. Smaller gear steps allow for that.     

Another factor is gear spread. 
Spread refers to the difference in gear 
ratio from the lowest gear to the highest 
gear. To arrive at the spread, you simply 
divide the first gear ratio by the high 
gear ratio.

For example, on a three-speed 
transmission with a 2.78:1 first gear 
ratio and 1:1 third gear ratio, you’ll 
divide 2.78 by 1; the spread is 2.78. 
Take that same first gear ratio and add 
an overdrive gear of 0.69:1 and you 
have a spread of 4.3 (2.78 ÷ 0.69). 

If you just considered the gear 
steps you could have a transmission 
with a first gear ratio that’s too high and 
a high gear ratio that’s too low. If you 
only considered the spread you might 
wind up with a great first gear ratio for 
takeoff and a terrific high-gear ratio, 
but you’d practically stall the engine 
every time it shifted. 

To make a transmission more 
fuel efficient, you’ll want to consider 

Step It Up and 
Spread It Out.

There’s a lot of science that goes into the 
way manufacturers choose the gear ratios in 

today’s transmissions. 

SHOP TALK

by Dennis Madden
members.atra.com

Figure 1

Figure 2
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both of these factors. So how do you 
increase the spread without increasing 
the steps? Add more gears.

Let’s take a look at a couple of 
practical examples. Figure one shows 
the gear ratios of the ol’ THM 350. 
It has a first gear ratio of 2.74:1 and 
a 1:1 third gear, giving it a spread of 
2.74. The step between first and second 
gear is 42.7% (1 - 1.57 ÷ 2.74). Which 
means the engine RPM will drop 42.7% 
during the 1-2 shift, provided the out-
put shaft remains at a steady speed. 
The step between second and third 
is 36.3%, giving the unit an average  
step of 39.5%.

Okay, let’s look at a common 
4-speed: the 4L60E. Figure two shows 
all the gear ratio data for this unit. 
Notice it has a higher spread than the 
350 and about the same overall step. 
They gave it a slightly lower first 
gear ratio for better takeoff and, of 
course, the overdrive range for better 
fuel economy. 

Before you knew it, six speeds 
were commonplace. Figure three shows 
the gear ratio data for the 6R60 used in 
Ford pickups. The six speed offered a 
huge advantage because it had a spread 
of 6.04 with an average step of only 
29.7%. Notice, too, that the steps are 
greater in the lower gears. This keeps 
the transmission from being too busy at 
lower speeds and offers a more tailored 
ratio, based on load, at higher speeds.   

These extra gears are great for fuel 
economy and performance, but there’s 

a problem: These added gears require 
more parts to accomplish the extra 
ratios; additional planets and more 
clutches, not to mention the added 
weight. Imagine taking that challenge 
into a seven- or eight-speed transmis-
sion; you’d have a transmission that 
was five feet long with ten clutch 
packs. Then came the ZF8-HP45.

The ZF8-HP45 is a breakthrough 
in fuel efficiency and performance. 
It has a completely redesigned gear 
train that breaks the mold on standard 
convention. If you look at the chart in 
figure four you’ll see it has a spread of 
7.03 and an average step of only 24.1%. 
The other benefit is that it only uses 
five clutch packs.

Think about this for a minute: 
Each gear requires three clutches; this 
leaves only two off for each gear. Every 
clutch that’s off during a gear requires 
horsepower to turn; it places extra drag 
on the engine that eats up fuel. With 
only two frictions 
dragging during 
every gear, the 
ZF8-HP45 is very 
efficient. Couple 
that with a chain-
driven, high-effi-

ciency pump and you have a winner. 
Okay, so what’s the point of all this 

and why is it important? The design 
of the ZF8 is so revolutionary that 
it’s become very popular. It’s in every 
A-series Audi and BMW uses it in all 
their models, including the 1-series. 
Chrysler and Dodge are using it, even 
in their trucks.  You’ll also find it in 
Jeeps and Jaguars. 

This high popularity increases the 
chance that you’ll be seeing them as 
they age. It’s a popular unit and getting 
more popular all the time. What’s next 
you ask? ZF just released a 9-speed for 
2013 with only four clutch packs and a 
spread of almost 10! And what about 
GM, Ford and Hyundai… with their 
new 10-speeds? Don’t worry: As these 
new developments arise you’ll get a 
first look at them right here… in the 
pages of GEARS.

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Technical
Thursday, September 19 - Sunday, September 22

ATRA has always been about providing the very best in technical 
information and training. And, as this year’s technical seminars are 

sure to prove, that isn’t about to change anytime soon.
With nearly 30 hours of all-new technical training and hot-off-the-
presses subject matter, this is the largest, most diverse seminar 

program ever created to support the transmission repair industry. 
Nowhere else in the work will you find as much valuable techni-
cal material under one roof, and all orchestrated to provide you 

with an experience that you’ll never forget. If you’re someone who 
takes pride in calling yourself a “professional technician,” then this 

is the one program that you have to attend.

Check out ATRA’s full lineup of Technical Seminar Speakers:

Trade Show Days

Join us Saturday evening as 
the city calms down from the 
hustle and bustle of the day, 
the monuments shine brightly 
under the magical glow of the 

moon, creating the best 
photo-ops for you to catch 
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some new faces, like management speaker Jim Cathcart, whose 

techniques for relationship selling offer a fresh perspective on 
successful interactions with potential customers. Don Hutson is 
another new face to the automotive industry. He’s a recognized 
expert on business negotiations, entrepreneurship, and selling 
value: All critical skills for today’s transmission shop owner or 

manager.
Just because we’re bringing in the new doesn’t mean we’re 

ignoring the faces you’ve come to expect at Expo. Maylan Newton 
will be there, building his unique brand of excitement to a fever 

pitch. And Dave Riccio will share his techniques for creating 
processes and procedures that are sure to keep any shop 

humming along smoothly… and profitably. And that’s only the 
beginning…

If you’ve never been to Expo, this is the year you need to make 
plans to attend. 
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Dave Riccio
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and more!
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& Korean War Memroials, 
the new MLK Memorial 

and more!

Join us Saturday evening as 
the city calms down from the 
hustle and bustle of the day, 
the monuments shine brightly 
under the magical glow of the 

moon, creating the best 
photo-ops for you to catch 

that perfect shot. See the city 
in a different light as you visit 

GROUP TOUR
Saturday, September 21

DISCOVER

DC

Saturday
September 21

12pm-5pm
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Everyone has a reputation. Even 
the new guy who just arrived 
on the block has the reputation 

of being the “new guy” until something 
changes that impression. So what’s 
your reputation? 

That begs a bigger question: repu-
tation among whom? Do you mean my 
customers, coworkers, family, neigh-
bors, or who? We have a reputation 
among every group we’re part of, even 
among the strangers who live or work 
near us but have never truly met us. 
That means you currently have a repu-
tation among all these groups. The 
question is, is it the reputation you 
want? 

What is a reputation anyway? 
Your reputation is the collective 

impressions that others form from what 
you say, where you go, what you do, 
how you look, and whom you associ-
ate with.

And you can manage your reputa-
tion. In fact you should! 

The trouble with “reps” is that 
most people don’t form them inten-
tionally. They just acquire them like 
a build-up of soot in an exhaust pipe. 
When you don’t decide in advance 
what reputation you’d like, and then 
set about to deserve it, you end up with 
whatever rep others perceive. 

I recall a guy who worked near my 
office in Oklahoma years ago. I’d see 
him each day in the lunchroom. Never 
met him; just saw him a lot. He never 
smiled and I didn’t like him. Actually, 
I didn’t even know him. What I didn’t 
like wasn’t him; it was my impressions 
of him. Well, one day I said hello to him 
and after chatting, I decided that he was 
a pretty good guy! Who knew? 

You need to decide today what 
reputation you’d like tomorrow. If you 

want to be known as a top profes-
sional, make sure you’re showing all 
the ‘symptoms’ of being a real pro. 
Don’t spend time with losers and pes-
simists. Don’t join in pity-party discus-
sions about how bad things are; look 
for solutions instead. Dress like a pro, 
get involved in your community, treat 
others like a pro would… you get the 
picture. 

This extends to the people you hire 
and manage, too. Make sure that your 
entire team commits to raising their 
professionalism every year. Find ways 
to measure their progress and reward 
people when they show growth. Set 
your own standards high and then meet 
them. 

We are known by our associations. 
I’m not just talking about ATRA or the 
Chamber of Commerce. I’m talking 

about the people we spend our time 
with: your crew, the crowd, the boys, 
da’ gang, etc.

When other people try to size you 
up, one of the first things they notice is 
who you spend time with. They want 
to see what kind of person you are, and 
they assume that you’re the common 
denominator of the people you associ-
ate with. 

Be careful what you feed your 
mind each day: Poison in = Poison out. 
If you constantly watch the news pro-
grams and the acrimonious debates in 
politics, it’ll show in your own world 
view. Your attitude reflects what you 
feed it daily. 

Make time to read and listen to 
inspiring messages daily. Make it a 
habit. Find ten minutes each morning 
to read an uplifting message or listen to 

Reputation 
Management by Jim Cathcart
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a recording that inspires you. The news 
will seldom provide a lift, so make it 
secondary to your self-motivation. 

For five straight years I listened to 
recordings by Earl Nightingale every 
day. At least twenty minutes daily 
I would listen to him on cassettes 
(remember those?) as he talked about 
the great ideas from the great leaders of 
history. I was always encouraged and 
inspired by those.

In the course of those five years I 
reprogrammed my world view. My atti-
tude shifted to a very positive one and 
my circle of friends evolved to include 
more happy, productive people and 
fewer complainers. I’m a much better 
person today because I took charge of 
my own thinking those many years ago. 
Thank you, Earl, for the inspiration. 

Walt Disney famously declared, as 
he created Disneyland, that he would 
make it “The Happiest Place on Earth!” 
Then he only hired happy, helpful, 
hardworking people. He set his stan-
dards high and, as a result, he recruited 
a great workforce. Sour, lazy people 
don’t apply for work at Disneyland. At 
least not more than once; they wouldn’t 

fit in.
So whom do you hire? What 

behaviors do you require to show your 
customers that you care and show your 
employees you value them? 

Go visit some shops that have the 
reputation you’d like. They needn’t be 
transmission shops: just find businesses 
you admire. Visit them and get to know 
them; take your coworkers to visit them 
and then discuss what they do and how 
you could do that, too. Measure your-
self against the people you’d like to be. 

This is like the Christian idea of 
asking, “What would Jesus do?” Take 
that concept into your world by asking, 
“How would (the business I’d like to 
be like) do this?” Make them your role 
model. And set your standards high: 
How would the Four Seasons Hotels 
handle this? What would the best in my 
industry do? 

The beauty of having role models 
and ‘heroes’ is that we can use them 
to improve our own thinking. How 
would (the best) solve this problem? 
What kind of thinking process do they 
follow? If we were the top transmis-
sion outfit in the state, how would 

we approach this? Reach beyond what 
you’ve expected from yourself in the 
past. 

Here’s your reputation ‘home-
work’: Write a list of your ‘publics.’ 
These are the people who know you 
exist: friends, family, coworkers, neigh-
bors, colleagues, etc. List all the enti-
ties you’re part of. Next, write a full 
description of how you’d like to be 
known by them; your desired reputa-
tion. 

Here’s an example: Among my 
colleagues and customers I’d like to be 
known as a true professional. One who 
constantly studies his craft and refines 
his skills. One who cares about cowork-
ers and who encourages and respects 
them. A person who goes above and 
beyond to serve his customers well. 
A person who is a ‘good person’; one 
you’d like to have as a friend and a 
neighbor. A good citizen and a patriot. 

If you describe your desired repu-
tation in detail like that and then read 
it once each day, you’ll start earning it 
more and more. And before you know 
it, you will deserve that reputation. It’ll 
be yours. 
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ohn and Marilyn Zmuda are liv-
ing the dream. They recently 
sold their shop — Transmission 
Supply and Service in Eau 

Claire, Wisconsin — which they owned 
and operated for about 30 years. 

They sold their shop last 
November; today they’re technically 
retired. Meanwhile they’re members 
of the local Chamber of Commerce, 
they volunteer at their community 
church, and they own and manage 
a few rental properties. John is on 
the advisory board for the Chippewa 
Valley Technical College, and Marilyn 
is a member of two women’s business 
organizations.

No doubt about it: They’re living 
what many shop owners would consid-
er to be their dream lives. What makes 
that even more exceptional is that John 
is only 53 years old!

So how did they do it? What strat-
egy enabled them to take the leap into 
this dream life? Was it part of the plan 
from day one, or was there an “a-hah!” 
moment that turned things around for 
them?

Turns out things weren’t always so 
great for John and Marilyn. Sure, they 
remained fairly busy, and, in fact, they 
were making good money. But that was 
because John was putting in long hours, 
every day. If he wasn’t there, the shop 
seemed to drift along on hold.

“Everything depended on me being 
there,” says John. “Without me, there 
was no business.” 

It was Marilyn who first broached 

the subject: She realized that, if 
their business was ever going to 
be worth more than the value 
of its equipment and inventory, 
they were going to have to turn it 
into something that could sustain 
itself, without John having to be 
there every moment of the day. It 
had to become a business, instead 
of just a place where John fixed 
cars.

“I had to get out of the shop, 
and start concentrating on the busi-
ness instead of spending all my 
time in the business,” explains John. 
“I needed to start steering the ship and 
planning for the future.

“I came into the business as a 
mechanic. And, like most mechanics, I 
was most comfortable in the shop. But 
working the shop didn’t give me time to 
work on my business. And because of 
it, the business couldn’t operate without 
me in the center of things.

“Throughout the day, I would alter-
nate between working in the shop or 

on the business. I actually used to feel 
guilty working on the business, like I 
was abandoning my employees on the 
shop floor while I was in the office. 
I know shop owners who can go for 
months without sitting down in their 
office; I was one of them.

“Then I discovered the value of 
operating with business systems that let 
my employees make decisions on their 
own. This gave me time to work on 
the business or be away from the shop. 
And it allowed my shop to operate on 

A Fresh Approach 
to Business Success

Front Desk

Transmission Supply and Service in O’Claire, Wisconsin

by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com

Meet John and Marilyn Zmuda: Longtime 
shop owners who have really “made it work” 
and are living the dream. 
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its own, without me having to micro-
manage everything that came through 
the door.

“We developed specific processes 
and procedures and put them down 
on paper where they could be used 
to direct the daily business opera-
tions in the shop. This is what gave 
our business value: When you have 
a collection of systems that make 
money, bankers and buyers recognize 
the value in your business, as opposed 
to a shop where all the operational 
knowledge is in the owner’s head.”

John relates running a shop to the 
captain of a ship:

“A ship’s captain doesn’t spend 
his time in the engine room. He has to 
trust his crew and the systems in place 
to help him keep the ship on course. 
The captain needs to be in the pilot 
house, watching the seas. He needs to 
consult with his navigators, engineers, 
and crew members. He has to maintain 
contact with other ships and ports and 
watch for changes in the weather.

“The ship’s owners and financiers 
would never keep him as captain if he 
spent most of his time in the engine 
room or below deck.

“By his right hand is his first mate; 
in my case that’s my wife. She was 
there, pushing me out of the engine 
room, knowing that the staff was 
trained and capable of keeping the ship 
running. She knew they needed a cap-
tain and that I was most valuable look-
ing forward, making plans, promoting 
the business, and charting a course for 
our continued success.

“Do you operate with a first 
class crew sharing responsibilities? 
Teamwork and keeping the captain 
steering the ship is the only success-
ful way of keeping your business on 
course.”

One of the big changes John and 
Marilyn made was to hire a shop man-
ager. They’d had service writers in the 
past, but this time they hired a manager 
with more experience… one who could 
take on more responsibility. Sure, it 
cost them a little more, but in the end, 
it was money well spent.

In fact, that shop manager, Jay 
Harz and his wife Jeanie, are the new 
owners of Transmission Supply and 
Service. And the business is doing 
great: John and Marilyn sometimes 

drop in to help out, and it’s still oper-
ating with many of the processes and 
procedures that they instituted.

One of John’s most profound 
changes to the business was to embrace 
the reman. “Remans are what helped 
me disconnect myself from the shop 
a little,” says John. “They enabled me 
to redirect my technicians to become 
focused on fixing the car instead of just 
rebuilding the transmission.

“The business model for the shop 
I sold last year was very different from 
the one we were using just 10 years 
ago,” says John. Today about 60% to 
75% of the shop’s business is remans.

So what did John do with his 
newfound freedom? “I tried to make 
other parts of the shop busier, by taking 
advantage of the resources that were 
being underutilized,” explains John.

“I took on a salvage license to 
enable us to pick up vehicles and dis-
pose of them. And we offered a line of 
snowplows, so six months out of the 
year we were able to sell and service 
snowplows.” Which also helped sup-
port their transmission business!

Here’s what John has to say to 
other shop owners out there:

“Tomorrow at your shop, examine 
every activity you perform. Are you 
working in the business or on the busi-
ness? Are you wasting time and energy 
doing menial tasks that take you away 
from navigating the business? Are you 
trying to run the company at night after 
a long day in the trenches when every-
one else has gone home?

“Are you waiting until after hours 
to make time to work on the business 
and design your next strategy? If so, 
did you miss opportunities during the 

day to make connections, market your 
business, and establish new accounts? 

“Remember, no one else will have 
the same compassion and concern for 
your business as you and your first 
mate. You’re responsible for its success 
or failure. You need to provide a stable 
place for your employees to work and 
to become a trusted business in your 
community.

“Look at your shop from the out-
side in; talk to other business owners, 
figure out ways to make more money, 
read anything you can find about busi-
ness, listen to business CDs, and join 
trade associations that further your 
goals to become a successful business 
owner. Now is the time to set your sails 
for success!”

In the months ahead, look for 
more ideas and advice from John and 
Marilyn, as they offer their insights into 
turning a shop into a business.

Nothing succeeds like success; 
and there’s no better place to learn 
than from someone who’s been there… 
who’s made the mistakes, learned from 
them, and made it work. John and 
Marilyn Zmuda are living the dream, 
and their success is one that can be a 
learning experience for everyone. 

Transmission Supply and Service in O’Claire, Wisconsin

A Fresh Approach to Business Success
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Yep.  I said it.  I just told you 
to shut up and stop whin-
ing.  Not many people would 

dare begin an article with a line like 
that.  But then again, I’m not like most 
people.  I am The Pitbull of Personal 
Development® and the author of the 
Wall Street Journal #1 Bestseller, Shut 
Up, Stop Whining and Get A Life.  I 
am not like most self-help authors and 
speakers.  My approach is a bit differ-
ent.  You won’t agree with all I say.  
You definitely won’t like all I have to 
say.  That’s good.  I want to make you 
uncomfortable.  In fact, I want to make 
you a little angry – maybe you already 
are.  Because I know when you are 
angry and uncomfortable, then you will 
begin to think.  And that’s what I really 
want - for you to think.   So let me give 
you a quick overview of my approach 
to improving your life and business.

Shut Up.  It is impossible to talk 
and listen at the same time.  So stop 
talking and start listening.  Listen to 
the experts.  Listen to those who know 
more than you do.  Listen to great 
music.  Listen to your Self.  Listen to 
your God.  Great information is out 
there just looking for an opportunity to 
reach you but if you don’t stop talking 
and start listening, it may never find 
you.  Then know that there are times 
you should not listen.  For instance: 
Don’t listen to anyone who wants to put 
you down for any reason.  You are plen-
ty good at doing that all on your own; 
you don’t need anyone else’s help.

Stop Whining.  We have become a 
society of blamers.  People get fat and 
blame the fast food companies instead 
of the fact they eat too much.  Sales 

people don’t make quota and blame the 
customer instead of the fact they didn’t 
make enough sales calls.  Business 
owners blame poor economic condi-
tions for the fact that business is off 
instead of the fact that their customer 
service is atrocious.  

Here is the plain and simple truth:  
Everything in your life and business is 
your own fault.  You created it through 
your thinking, your words and your 
actions. There is only one place to go 
to lay blame and that is to the mirror.  

Want more?  Try this one on:  You 
like it the way it is - regardless of how 
bad it is.  If you didn’t like it, you 
would have changed it already.

Ouch!  That hurts, doesn’t it?  
Good.  Now you are ready to create the 
life and results you really want.

Get A Life.  Want to know why 
most people are not living lives of suc-
cess, happiness and abundance?  There 
are only three reasons:  They are stupid.  
They are lazy.  They don’t care.

I dare you to come up with a reason 
other than those.  Let me explain.  Few 
people are actually stupid.  Everyone 
knows enough to be successful at some-
thing.  So it is rare that someone is 
really too dumb to be successful.  The 
problem is not that we don’t know, the 
problem is that we don’t do what we 
already know . . .  which means we 
are lazy.  How sad to know how to be 
successful and be too lazy to do it.  It 
must mean you don’t care enough to be 
successful.  How do you explain that 
to your family?  How can you look 
yourself in the eye?   Was that rerun 
of Seinfeld really all that important?  
Could you really afford to take that 

nap?  Don’t you care enough to do all 
you can?

Face it.  You could do more.  Stop 
telling yourself how busy you are.  Stop 
the excuses.  Just admit to yourself that 
you could do more than you are doing.  
You could turn off the TV, come in a 
little earlier, stay a little later, and work 
a little harder.  The issue is not could 
you but will you?   

Live by design, not by default.  
Most people spend more time planning 
their day off than they do their lives.  
How pitiful.  Stop right now and make 
a list of the kind of results you want to 
see in your life.  Write down where you 
want to live.  The kind of house you 
want to live in.  The kind of car you 
want to drive.  You amount of money 
you want to earn.  Write down how 
much you want to weigh.  Got it?  Now 
write down what you are doing to make 
those things happen.  Don’t lie.  Just tell 
yourself honestly what you are doing to 
make the life you really want become a 
reality.  I bet you aren’t doing all that 
much.  Why not?  Stop making excuses, 
stop whining about all the reasons you 
can’t and aren’t able to have the life you 
want and start doing something about 
it.  Action changes things.  Just start 
right now.  It’s that simple.  

“But you don’t understand!”  I 
have read over 3,000 books on suc-
cess.  And I have concluded that most 
self-help is far too much about the 
help and not nearly enough about the 
self.  Success is up to you.  Period.  No 
excuses accepted.  No matter how bad 
your story is, no matter what you have 
been through, no matter what tragedy 
you have experienced, I will guarantee 

Shut Up, 
Stop Whining 
& Get A Life! Make plans now to join Larry at this year’s 

Powertrain Expo in Washington D.C.
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you I can find someone with a sadder 
story than yours and they figured out a 
way to be successful.  

Too tough?  At this point you 
are probably saying to yourself, “This 
guy isn’t very motivational.”  Good.  
I don’t believe much in motivation.  
I am just not sure one person can 
motivate another to move from where 
they are to someplace else.  I know I 
can’t.  However, I will guarantee you 
that I can make you so irritated with 
where you are that you will do almost 
anything to be someplace else.  That’s 
why I don’t call myself a motivational 
speaker.  In fact, I have trademarked 
that I am The World’s Only Irritational 
Speaker®.

Besides, most motivational speak-
ers aren’t telling you the truth.  You 
know it, they know it, and I know it.  
Want me to prove it?  Look at what they 
are saying:

Motivational Myth #1.  As long 
as you have a good, positive attitude 
everything in your life will be all right.  
Wrong.  I have had a good, positive 
attitude my whole life and still had 
a lot of bad things happen to me.  A 
positive attitude won’t keep anything 

from happening to you.  It will only 
help you deal with what happens to 
you.  Besides, you can be positive and 
be positively wrong, positively lazy or 
positively stupid.

Motivational Myth #2.  You can 
be whatever you want to be, have what-
ever you want to have and do whatever 
you want to do.  Wrong again.  You 
can be, do and have what you have the 
talent for and what you apply effort 
towards.  If you are short, fat and ugly, 
that whole supermodel thing probably 
isn’t going to happen for you.  To tell 
people that anything is possible is to 
set them up for disaster and disappoint-
ment.  However, I will say this:  No 
matter what your capabilities are, you 
can be more than you are right now, do 
more than you are doing right now and 
have more than you have right now.  
And what’s wrong with that?

Motivational Myth #3.  Just give 
110%.  It can’t be done.  100% is all 
there is.  You can’t do more than all 
there is.  To imply that you can is 
ridiculous.  Again, though, this is not a 
problem for most people.  Most people 
give far less than 100%.

Motivational Myth #4.  There 

are no problems, only opportunities.  
Where are these people from?  I have 
problems.  Really serious issues.  Bet 
you do, too.  I find it insulting for any-
one to tell me otherwise.  Not all prob-
lems are opportunities – they are just 
ugly old problems that must be dealt 
with and overcome.

So what now?   Look yourself 
in the eye and tell yourself the truth.  
Admit you could do more.  Know you 
can achieve more both personally and 
professionally if you will only stop 
whining and stop blaming and start 
taking personal responsibility for your 
results.  I believe all of us deserve the 
best and that to accept anything less 
than the best for ourselves means we 
haven’t applied ourselves to the best of 
our abilities.  

“Why should I believe you?”   
This is the best question anyone could 
possibly ask me.  And the answer:  You 
shouldn’t believe me.  You should just 
take action on as many ideas and con-
cepts as you can and see which ones 
work for you.  If mine work, great – 
you are ahead of where you were.  If 
they don’t, you haven’t lost much, have 
you?

Think “Inside” The Box!
 Trust the quality of LuK. 
Trust the Yellow Box.

When you install a LuK RepSet®, you get 
the same flawless performance as the 
original equipment parts.

Designed and engineered to work together. 
The LuK RepSet® delivers performance, 
durability and a satisfied customer.
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This is a very peculiar incident 
that resulted in a particularly 
difficult case. Below are the 

details obtained from the parties and the 
expert that ultimately figured out what 
most likely happened.

The Details 
1. The customer came into the shop 

with a Toyota front wheel drive 
vehicle with a 4-speed transaxle.

2. The customer’s complaint was that 
the engine seemed to be racing 
while driving at highway speeds and 
his fuel economy had gotten worse. 
He admitted that he’d only owned 
the car a few weeks and didn’t have 
a vehicle service or repair history.

3. The road test revealed that the vehi-
cle wasn’t shifting into 4th gear or 
lockup. 

4. The shop ultimately decided that the 
transaxle had an internal problem, 

and since they didn’t rebuild this 
particular model, they recommend-
ed installing a remanufactured unit.

5. The customer authorized the job, 
and the shop ordered a reman unit.

6. When the transaxle was delivered 
two days later, it was the wrong 
unit. The shop immediately advised 
the customer that there would be a 
delay due to the mistaken shipment. 

7. As a special courtesy, the shop 
offered to pay for two days of car 
rental for the customer. The cus-
tomer told them he still had his “old 
beater” car and didn’t need a rental, 
but he thanked them for their offer.

8. When the correct unit came, the 
shop promptly installed it. The 
installation tech noticed that the fuel 
warning light was lit, and the shop 
owner decided, as a goodwill ges-
ture, to have the parts runner take 
the car to the local car wash, fill the 

tank with high-octane gas, and have 
the car washed. He also asked the 
parts runner to swing by the parts 
warehouse (about a 15-mile round 
trip) to pick up a parts order.

9. When the parts runner returned, 
the service advisor took the vehicle 
for a final road test and everything 
seemed to be working perfectly.

10. The customer picked up the vehicle, 
paid the bill, and was appreciative 
of the shop’s courtesy gas and car 
wash. 

11. When he returned for his two-week 
recheck, he said he noticed that the 
problem of not shifting into high 
gear had come back that day.

12. The shop confirmed that the prob-
lem was, indeed, back.

13. The assumption was that the reman 
unit had also failed, so they had 
another unit shipped. 

14. The warranty replacement unit also 

Up YoUr BUsiness

by Thom Tschetter

A “High Octane” 
Case

Up Your Business is an exclusive GEARS Magazine feature in which I share details 
about real customer disputes that I’ve helped settle through mediation and arbitration.
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failed to shift into 4th or lockup.

To make a long story short, here’s 
what was finally discovered with the 
assistance of a Toyota expert doing 
some excellent detective work to con-
nect the dots:
•	 The expert performed a computer 

system scan that revealed a knock 
sensor code. This could have been 
due to a faulty knock sensor, a 
mechanical problem, or bad gas. 

•	 This particular vehicle called for 
high-octane gas.

•	 The customer wasn’t aware of the 
fuel requirement and had been 
using the cheapest gas in town just 
like he always did with his “old 
beater” car.

•	 This lower-octane, low-quality gas 
apparently caused an engine knock 
that triggered the knock sensor; 
based on the knock sensor signal 
the computer didn’t command the 
transmission to shift into 4th or 
lockup.

•	 Coincidentally, the parts runner 
apparently drove the vehicle far 
enough before the service advisor 
did the final road test to allow the 
fresh, high-octane gas to restore 
engine performance enough that 
it no longer triggered the knock 
sensor.

•	 When the customer unwittingly 
resumed using the low-grade gas, 
the engine knock recurred and trig-
gered the problem.

•	 This time there was plenty of “bad” 
gas in the tank, so the shop experi-
enced the problem during the road 
test.

•	 If the shop had performed a com-
puter scan, it would have found the 
diagnostic trouble code suggesting 
something other than a transmis-
sion problem, and they might have 
discovered the problem was the gas 
or knock sensor.

•	 The Toyota specialist acknowl-
edged that this didn’t mean there 
was no problem with the origi-
nal transmission, but, at this point, 
without the original unit available, 
there was no way to confirm one 
way or another.
The customer sought a refund due 

to the shop’s misdiagnosis, but the 
shop felt it was an honest mistake and 

a highly unusual set of circumstances. 
They chose mediation to achieve an 
equitable solution.

Three Questions
Here are three questions for you to 

consider before I reveal the results of 
this case. 
1. Could this situation have been pre-

vented by the shop? 
2. Do you feel the shop did anything 

wrong?
3. What do you think the shop should 

have done once the problem was 
clearly understood?

My Thoughts
This wasn’t just a comedy of 

errors. While I didn’t feel the shop 
had any intention of selling a job that 
wasn’t needed, I did feel the shop had 
to accept responsibility for its actions. 
In this case, the shop was likely in over 
its head. They should have performed a 
computer scan if they had the ability or, 
if not, referred the job to another shop.

On the other hand, as the expert 
stated, with all that happened and the 
lack of vehicle history, there was no 
way to know if the transmission coinci-
dentally had a problem. 

The Result
This was a mediation case. 

Mediation differs from arbitration in 
that mediation is a process of bringing 
the parties to a mutual agreement to set-
tle the case. In arbitration, the arbitrator 
makes a ruling based on testimony. 

I suggested that, for the sake of 
argument, we assume the replacement 
unit was not needed, but the origi-
nal unit did have some level of wear 
and tear. Therefore, it’s fair to say 
that the customer was enriched to a 
certain degree by getting the reman 
unit installed, as well as the associated 
warranty. And most importantly, there 
was no evidence that the shop had any 
intention of deceiving or misleading the 
customer.

After much discussion, the parties 
simply agreed to split the list price of 
the reman unit; the shop forfeited its 
R&R labor and covered the freight 
charges. The customer paid another 
shop for the diagnostic and repair costs 
associated with the knock sensor.

What We Learned
I chose this particular case because 

I felt it was a great example of why 
we should consider whether we have 
the necessary expertise to take on cer-
tain jobs. It also demonstrates that we 
should not only perform a thorough 
diagnosis, but also do a better job of 
gathering vehicle history. Maybe we 
should approach every job as if we were 
detectives solving a case.

Glenn Troub once told me, when 
it comes to diagnostics, you should  
make 3 assumptions to keep out of hot 
water:
1. Assume the car has a transmission 

problem.
2. Assume the problem is minor in 

nature until you’ve eliminated every 
possible minor cause.

3. Assume you’re going to have to 
have to defend your decision legally, 
so fully document your findings.

If this had been an arbitration case, 
the evidence and testimony would have 
been presented differently. But based on 
the information I received, I would have 
ruled in favor of the customer. The shop 
failed to diagnose the problem prop-
erly, and the fact that two subsequent 
transaxles exhibited the same problem 
would have been sufficient proof of the 
source of the original complaint.

About the Author 
Thom Tschetter has served our 

industry for more than three decades as 
a management and sales educator. He 
owned a chain of award-winning trans-
mission centers in Washington State for 
over 25 years. In 1996 his business was 
honored as the number 1 small business 
in the state and ranked in the top 10, 
nationally.

He also has served the Better 
Business Bureau as a certified arbitra-
tor for over 15 years and is using that 
experience as topics for this feature 
column.

Thom is always eager to help mem-
bers of our industry and continues to be 
active in his retirement. You can contact 
him by phone at (480) 773-3131 or 
e-mail to coachthom@gmail.com.
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Andrews 
Transmission 
and Car Care: 
Still Going Strong, Thanks to the 
Community of ATRA Members

Here in GEARS Magazine, we 
talk a lot about how impor-
tant it is to be a part of your 

community. It’s one of the recognized 
keys to success in the transmission 
repair business.

But that’s only one type of com-
munity. Another type, which we almost 
never discuss, is the community of 
ATRA Members. Anyone who’s ever 
been to Expo knows about this com-
munity. These are folks who often have 
nothing in common, from every corner 
of the globe, who’d never have met one 
another had it not been for their one, 
common bond: the bond of ATRA.

This isn’t just about a warm hand-
shake and a bit of friendly banter; the 
friendships that develop through the 
ATRA community are often as close 
as family.

Case in point: Meet Delaine 
Andrews, owner and operator of 
Andrews Transmissions and Car Care 
in Pace, Florida. She took over the shop 
after she and then-husband, Everett, 
divorced. And now she was left with a 
shop that needed renovating and reju-
venating.

But she was out of her element: 
The shop was Everett’s; he ran it the 
way he saw fit. Suddenly he was out 

and Delaine was on the hot seat as the 
sole owner of the business… out of the 
frying pan and into the fire.

That’s when she called her friend, 
Laura Wilson. As you may know, Laura 
co-owns Advanced Transmission, Inc. 
in Spanish Fort, Alabama, with her hus-
band Marvin. She was a past president 
of the Gulf States Chapter and a long-
time ATRA Board Member. She and 
Delaine met through the ATRA com-
munity and had become good friends 
over the years.

Delaine explained her situation to 
Laura. She needed to redesign, repair, 
and repaint her shop; she needed to 

SHOP PROFILE

by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com

Andrews Transmission and Car Care
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make decisions about inventory. And 
she needed help.

So Laura and Marv drove over an 
hour to Andrews Transmissions and 
rolled up their sleeves. Marv rebuilt 
walls, redesigned flow patterns, and 
helped Delaine reevaluate her inven-
tory. Laura and Delaine painted and 
cleaned the shop. And together they 
gave Andrews Transmissions a new 
look… and a fresh start.

Last month, Andrews Trans-
missions had its best month ever. And 
its first major community event to help 
support the arthritis foundation went 
off on April 20th without a hitch. Laura 
was there to help with announcements 
and lend her support.

It’s a truly inspiring example of the 
value of friendship… friendship devel-
oped through the community of ATRA 
Member shops.

The History
Everett Andrews opened Andrews 

Transmissions in January, 2000. At 
the time, Delaine wasn’t part of the 
business, working instead in a medi-
cal office and tending bar. She came 
onboard about a year later when Everett 
mentioned that he needed to hire some-
one to run the front counter. “I thought, 

‘that sounds like an easy job!’ And it 
was… at first.

“I only came to work a few hours a 
day, answered the phone and ran parts,” 
says Delaine. “I knew absolutely noth-
ing about the business.” 

“We had a technician who thought 
it’d be funny to have me call and order 
parts that didn’t exist, like a ‘pink muf-
fler bearing.’ He doesn’t work here any 

more,” she says with a knowing grin.
Everett became sick toward the 

end of 2003, taking him out of the shop 
for months at a time, leaving Delaine 
to handle the day-to-day operation of 
the business. Suddenly it was her job 
to keep the business running, and her 
learning curve had to take a sharp 
upward spike.

Delaine Andrews

Tim Lane Chris Windau
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Everett was later diagnosed with 
an autoimmune disease; at his insis-
tence, Everett and Delaine divorced in 
2011.

“I don’t fault him because I know 
he’s not in control,” says Delaine. “I 
don’t wake up in chronic pain every 
day, so I can’t judge his choices or how 
he lives his life. I wake up with a stiff 
neck and I’m grumpier than all getout; 
I don’t know if I could do it day in and 
day out.”

Originally they planned on sell-
ing the shop, but Delaine had second 
thoughts: “I thought it’d be a really 
good thing for the community, for the 
industry, and for women in the area for 

me to continue operating the business 
myself,” she explains.

“Too many women feel uncomfort-
able dealing with men when they have 
a problem with their cars. I don’t think 
it’s something men do intentionally; I 
just don’t think they understand how 
to communicate with women and make 
them feel comfortable. They don’t 
speak the same language.”

And Delaine also wants to con-
tinue the business out of respect for her 
ex-husband. “He put in a lot of time 
and effort to build this business, and 
I don’t want to see that work go down 
the tubes.”

Custom Rebuilds and 
General Repairs

Andrews opened as a transmis-
sion-only, custom rebuild shop. But by 
2006, “the writing was on the wall.” 
Transmissions were lasting longer, 
and more and more of their whole-
sale accounts were switching over to 
remans. So in 2007, Delaine changed 
the company name to include “Car 
Care” and began offering general repair 
to her customers.

“We didn’t actively pursue gen-
eral repair until this past year,” says 
Delaine. “At first, the only general 
repair we took on was when a customer 
would come in with a complaint they 

Andrews Transmission and Car Care

Waiting Area Break Room

The ShopDelaine and Chris
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thought was their transmission, but 
turned out to be an electrical or drive-
ability problem.”

Once they correct the problem — 
without the customer having to buy a 
transmission — turning them into a 
regular customer is easy. Over the last 
year they began advertising the new 
name and the expanded services, and 
today about 60% of their business is 
general repair.

“We began offering general repair 
simply as a service; we weren’t making 
any money on it,” says Delaine. “But 
now it’s become a major part of our 
business… and our profit picture.”

The shop’s lead rebuilder is Tim 
Lane, who came to work at Andrews in 
June, 2002; shortly after Delaine came 
onboard. “He took me under his wing 
and helped teach me some of the basics 
of the business. We’ve worked together 
to keep the shop operating over the 
years, through my ex-husband’s illness.

“We do use remans when our tech-
nicians are on vacation or if we have 
a problem unit that we’d prefer not to 
rebuild. But as long as Tim is with me, 
I’ll continue to offer custom rebuilds. 
If and when Tim retires, I’ll probably 
switch over to remans exclusively.”

Ardent ATRA Member
Andrews Transmission joined 

ATRA in 2001, shortly after opening 
their doors.

“I remember starting out, paging 
through GEARS Magazine, and real-
izing that I didn’t have a clue what I 
was reading. But over time I began to 
pick stuff up and put things together, 
and I learned more and more about the 
business. That’s how I learned to help 
customers.

“Then one day a customer came 
in and asked if we offered a national 
warranty. He was in the military and 
wanted to be sure he’d have some-
one to count on no matter where he 
was deployed.” Everett said no, they 
couldn’t help him. That’s when Delaine 
convinced him to join ATRA, so they 
could offer the Golden Rule Warranty.

Today Delaine is one of ATRA’s 
most ardent supporters. She’s thrilled 
with the technical support, and takes 
part in the regional seminars when-
ever they come to town. “I’ve been to 
several Expos, and I credit ATRA for 

providing a lot of the education and 
support that’s enabled me to continue 
running my shop.

“I was president of the Gulf States 
ATRA Chapter from 2009 through 
2011. I resigned right before my 
divorce was finalized, because I had to 
devote more of my attention to running 
the business.”

Giving Back
“2012 was a fairly traumatic year 

for me and my business. I was divorced; 
I had to have emergency surgery and 
was out for four weeks. So I wanted to 
have a ‘customer appreciation day’ to 
thank my customers for sticking by me, 
and to let them know that we’re going 
to be here for them.

“I also always wanted to help sup-
port the arthritis foundation, because 
both my ex-husband and my daughter 
Brittany have a form of arthritis.

“Then it dawned on me: Why don’t 
I hold a fundraiser? So we put on an 
Arthritis Fun-Raiser Day: O’Reilly’s 
Parts donated hamburgers and hot dogs, 
area businesses donated baskets to be 
raffled, we had a bounce castle for the 
kids, and a local car club brought their 
cars and put on a small car show. We 
gave a ‘People’s Choice’ plaque to the 
winning car. We had a terrific turnout 
and made some money for the founda-
tion.”

Her Philosophy
“It isn’t so much about money to 

me; it’s more about transportation… 
getting the customer back on the road… 
being there to serve the customer. When 
someone comes to work for me I tell 
them, ‘You’re not in the automotive 
repair business; you’re in the transpor-
tation business.’ And they look at me 
like I’m crazy. 

“But I tell them, ‘The car doesn’t 
need you; the folks who are sitting in 
my front office are the ones who need 
their cars, which means they need you 
to fix their cars.

“I’m not all about making money; 
it’s more about taking care of people’s 
needs. Getting them taken care of so 
they can get on with their lives. I want 
to treat my customers the way I’d like 
to be treated.”

It’s not a new sentiment, but it’s 
one that rings true… not just for her 
shop, but throughout the greater com-
munity of ATRA Members.

Giving Back: Fun-Raiser Day!

Delaine Andrews daughters' Brittany and
Austi and Delaine on the right.
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POWERTRAIN INDUSTRY NEWS
GEARS does not endorse new products but makes this new information available 
to readers. If you have a new product, please email the press release information 
with applicable digital photo or drawing to fpasley@atra.com or send by mail to 
GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030.

Sonnax Solenoid Wire 
Connector Retainer for 
Aisin 5- and 6-Speeds

The Aisin AW 55-50SN and TR/
TF 6-speed series valve bodies have a 
solenoid connector which breaks dur-
ing wire harness removal. Once the 
bridge lock is broken, the wiring won’t 
remain engaged. 

Sonnax solenoid wire connector 
retainer 59947-60 snaps over the sole-
noid connection, holding the wire ter-
minals in place. The retainer can be 
installed without removing or rotating 
the linear solenoids.

For more, visit Sonnax on line at 
www.sonnax.com.

Arizona Transmission 
Machine Celebrates 25 
Years

Arizona Transmission Machine, 
the leading provider of transmis-
sion parts remanufacturing and repair 
throughout Arizona, is pleased to be 
entering its 26th year in business.  

April 1, 2013 marked the com-
pany’s 25th anniversary, as well as 
the anniversary of many of its tool 
products, including the EZ-Driver® 
Universal Bearing Installer, which is in 
its fifth year.

When asked why he launches all 
new ventures on April 1st, company 
president Michael Tilley responded 
with a smile, “My ideas have some-
times been called Mike’s follies, so I 
just think it’s appropriate.”

With 34 years’ experience in the 
transmission business, beginning as a 
rebuilder, including 25 as owner of 
Arizona Transmission Machine, Tilley 
found it necessary create tools for his 
own use and has brought four of them 
to market. 

So what’s next for Arizona 

Transmission Machine? “Every evolu-
tion of a car line presents new chal-
lenges to our industry. We continue to 
learn every year, which is why I love 
my job! I’m also excited to be work-
ing on the heavy duty version of the 
EZ-Driver; it will be suitable for larger 
truck applications and the heavy equip-
ment industry,” said Tilley.

For more, visit Arizona 
Transmission Machine on line at www.
ez-driver.com.

JDS Worldwide  
Introduces New  
Bushing Kits

JDS Worldwide has released its 
new bushing product line in response to 
the increased demands of the industry.

“JDS Worldwide has always 
believed in focusing on our indus-
tries needs and demands,” says Henry 
Gonzalez, director of marketing for 
JDS Worldwide. “As a manufacturer to 
the aftermarket we really need to listen 
to our customers and distributors to be 
successful, and we are hoping that by 
supplying these much needed bushing 
applications we can help our customers 
reach their goals.” 

JDS Worldwide is bringing 13 
applications to market, focusing on 
some of the most popular domestic 
transmission platforms in the country. 
Applications include the GM 4L80E, 
TH350, and TH400 as well as the Ford 
C-6 and 4R100 transmissions, with 
more applications soon to follow in the 
coming months.

For more, visit JDS on line at 
www.jdsworldwide.com.

Smart Blend 
IntroducesNew CVT 
Synthetic Fluid

Smart Blend synthetics fully for-
mulated, multi-vehicle, continuously 
variable transmission fluid (CVT) with 
advanced SYNTEUM® technology is 
the only fully formulated CVT fluid 
recommended for use in all CVT appli-
cations.

•	 Suitable	 for	 use	 in	 all	 con-
tinuously variable transmission (CVT) 
applications; belt or chain driven

•	 Optimized	for	excellent	metal-
to-metal friction performance

•	 Provides	 advanced	 wear	 pro-
tection, anti-shudder performance, and 
oxidation stability

•	 Excellent	 low	 temperature	
fluidity for proper operation in cold 
weather conditions

For more information call 1-888-
422-9099 or visit www.smartblend.
com.

Northland Transmission 
Introduces 2-4 Servo 
Pin Bore Repair Kit

Northland Transmission now 
offers a servo pin bore repair for the 
2-4 bore in 4F27E (FN4A-EL) and 
FNR-5 (FS5A-EL) transaxles. This 
kit, approved for use by Ford Motor 
Company, allows you to ream out the 
worn bore and install a brass bushing.

Northland’s bushing returns the 
bore to its original size, allowing you to 
use the original equipment servo with 
no special parts to buy. This is a stand-
alone kit: No special external fixtures 
or machine tools to buy. All you need is 
a drill, cutting oil, and Loctite (thread 
retainer). 
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The 4F27 kit is part of Northland’s 
SF-99 Servo Bore Repair system along 
with their AF21 (TF-80/81SC), AW-55 
(AW55-50/51SN), CD4E (LA4A-EL), 
4L30E, 5RW (5R55W/S/N), and sev-
eral other kits for various transmissions.

Northland Transmission is a family-
owned business located in Wisconsin, 
USA. They’ve been a transmission spe-
cialty shop for over 35 years.

Visit Northland on line at 
www.servobore.com for complete 
product listing and information. 

Seal Aftermarket Products 
Recognized for Excellence by 
South Florida Association 

Seal Aftermarket Products LLC 
has won South Florida Manufacturers 
Association’s (SFMA) 2013 
Manufacturer of the Year Award. The 
company was recognized in the medi-
um-company (51-100 employees) cat-
egory. The eight evaluation criteria for 
the award include: leadership, strate-
gic planning, workforce focus, process 
management, customer market focus, 
measurement, analysis, and knowledge 
management. 

The SFMA assessment process 
begins with a nomination and the sub-
mission of an extensive application. 
A six-member panel of judges per-
formed phone and on-site interviews 
to appraise each company on the eight 
evaluation criteria. Five finalist com-
panies were featured during SFMA’s 
34th Annual Recognition of Excellence 
Award Banquet culminating with pre-
sentation to Seal Aftermarket Products 

with the coveted award. 
Seal Aftermarket Products is 

a leading assembler and marketer of 
automatic transmission aftermarket kits 
and components. Troy Eakins, Seal 
Aftermarket Products’ CEO and pres-
ident spoke about the award, “The 
SFMA award is great recognition for 
the employees and their extended fam-
ily. Winning this award signals a suc-
cess in our company’s journey and a 
time for celebration.

“We are early in our journey as a 
company; with continued focus on our 
Big Hairy Audacious Goals (BHAGs) 
Seal Aftermarket Products’ future will 
be filled with more great recogni-
tions. We have a great team at Seal 
Aftermarket Products LLC; the team 
truly makes all things possible.”

Visit Seal Aftermarket on line at 
www.sealaftermarketproducts.com.

Adapt-A-Case Introduces 
6R140 Spanner Socket

The 6R140 is standard in the 2011-
up Ford Super Duty V10 and diesel 
applications.

The easy horsepower increases 
available (with aftermarket tunes) have 
taken their toll on this otherwise beefy 
transmission; chances are you have or 
will begin to see these in your shop 
soon.

Complete disassembly requires 
removal of a large spanner nut from the 
output shaft. Adapt-A-Case now offers 
a new T-1260AC spanner socket, ready 
to meet this challenge.

Hardened pins are installed with 
replacement pins and predrilled holes 
available if necessary.

Available now from all major 
automatic transmission parts suppliers; 
visit www.adapt-a-case.com for more 
details! 

Spring Compressor Help  
from Adapt-A-Case 

Adapt-A-Case attends most ATRA 
Saturday technical seminars and listens 
to what rebuilders say. One of their 
newest solutions helps those who have 
had a piston return spring assembly that 
was too large to compress with normal 
tools.

T-7464AC is a set of steel rings 
developed to help rebuilders with this 
challenge. Four steel rings help you 
compress the large diameter return 
spring assemblies with ease. Ranging 
from 6.3” to 7.75” in diameter, 
T-7464AC will save you time and the 
frustration you occasionally experience. 

Gold anodized for durability, 
T-7464AC includes a J-hook to allow 
for onboard storage of this accessory 
for your Every Buddy all-in-one spring 
compressor.  

Visit www.adapt-a-case.com for 
more pictures and details! 

New Solenoid Kits and 
Supporting Parts 
from G-TEC

G-TEC now offers three solenoid 
cleaning and rebuilding kits, as well 
as four new supporting products. The 
three new kits are:

1. Aisin Warner Sl Solenoid 5- and 
6-speed kit

2. Toyota/Lexus, small and large 
canister kit

3. Late model small solenoid canister 
kit

Troy Eakins - SMFA Award 2013
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The four supporting products are:
1.  Thrust washer (one per solenoid)
2.  Bushings (two per solenoid)
3.  Bushing removal/install tool kit
4.  Bushing sizing reamer

Some of the applications covered 
include 55/50SN, TF60, 09G, M, K, 
TR60, 09D, TF80, TF81, AF40, AW21, 
and much more.

For additional information call 
G-TEC Inc. at 417-725-6400, or visit 
them on line at www.g-tec.com.

GOJO Tips to Help 
Industrial Cleaner  
Pay Off for Workers

Companies that rely on people’s 
hands to get work done in tough envi-
ronments can benefit from providing 
education at their wash basins, accord-
ing to the hand care specialists at GOJO 
Industries. 

GOJO is the innovator in cleaning 
and conditioning dirty hands to resist 
complications from years of hard work 
in tough soils, and leads in provid-
ing hand hygiene and industrial hand 
cleaner education.  

“Since we introduced industrial 
hand cleaner for Akron’s rubber and 
other manufacturing workers, GOJO 
has helped companies educate employ-
ees about cleaning and conditioning 
their hands. That education, in turn, 
can enhance their at-work experience,” 
said Jim Brown, GOJO Tough Soils 
market manager. “GOJO has informa-
tive videos, posters and other materials 
available on our website to share with 
workers.”

Healthy hands begin with quality 
skin care. Do-tips include: 

•	 Use	 professional-grade	 skin	
conditioner before and after work. 

•	 Wash	regularly	with	the	indus-
trial hand cleaner designed for your 
soils. 

•	 Use	the	gentlest	cleaner	that’s	
effective. 

•	 Wash	hands	in	warm	water.	
•	 Use	 wipes	 for	 in-between	

cleanup. 
•	 Keep	 tools	clean	 to	help	keep	

hands clean. 
Some don’ts:  
•	 Never	 use	 harsh	 detergents,	

solvents, or chemicals to clean skin. 
•	 Don’t	 use	 regular	 bar	 soap	 if	

your hands are greasy and grimy, as 
weak soap can cause you to scrub too 
hard. 

•	 Don’t	use	abrasives	or	brushes	
not designed for skin. 

•	 Never	 put	 dirty	 hands	 into	
gloves. 

For more about GOJO products, 
visit www.gojo.com.

Mudlick Mail Announces 
“Return On Investment” 
Guarantee Program 

Direct mail provider Mudlick 
Mail has introduced a new Return on 
Investment guarantee for automotive 
repair shop owners, promising that its 
strategically-targeted campaigns will 
deliver a 3-to-1 return on investment. 
If a client participating in the guarantee 
program experiences less than a 3-to-1 
return on investment, Mudlick Mail 
will cover the difference. 

“I don’t know of any direct mail 
company that guarantees results. But 
we are so confident that our process 
will increase business that we’re will-
ing to stake our reputation on delivering 
a healthy return on investment,” said 
Mudlick Mail President Tim Ross. 

The 3-to-1 guarantee program is 
available to clients who sign a nine-
month commitment with the company 
and agree to mail at least 7500 pieces 
of mail each month. The program also 
requires participants to:

•	 Use	Mudlick	Mail’s	approved	
coupons

•	 Use	Mudlick	Mail’s	approved	
mailing areas

•	 Provide	 Mudlick	 Mail	 with	
access to their shop’s customer database 
to track results

•	 Use	 a	 free	 call	 tracking	 num-
ber

•	 Mail	 existing	 clients	 within	
selected carrier routes

Mudlick Mail’s campaigns are 
developed using in-depth market 
research, allowing shop owners to focus 

on customers by income, geographic 
area, and even vehicle make. Some 
shop owners have seen sales increase 
as much as 40% using Mudlick Mail’s 
campaigns.

Mudlick Mail counts more than 
800	customers	in	the	United	States	and	
Canada and expects to send out more 
than 60 million pieces of mail this year.
visit www.mudlickmail.com.

Precision Adds 
Impulsion Wheels  
To VW/Audi Kits

Precision International’s continual 
update research has resulted in the 
addition of three impulsion wheels to 
the kits for the VW/Audi 6-Speed 02E 
(DSG) series of transmissions.

This addition affects kits K40900Q, 
K40900QX and all related Master and 
Banner kits.

There are three impulsion wheels 
located on the input (2) and output (1) 
shafts of the 02E (DSG). These impul-
sion wheels read input and output shaft 
RPM and feed that information to the 
input and output speed sensors.

Each impulsion wheel is steel coat-
ed with a rubber-metal composition. 
There’s an air gap between each magnet 
to create the desired Hall Effect signal.

While quite durable, the coating on 
these impulsion wheels have tendency 
to break down over time. Debris in the 
transmission or rough handling during 
teardown could damage the coating, 
and any contact with a strong magnet 
will immediately destroy the wheel’s 
functionality.

So Precision is now including all 
three of these impulsion wheels in its 
02E/DSG kits:

1 pc 40737 — For Input Shaft 1 
1 pc 40743 — For Input Shaft 2 
1 pc 40725 — For Output Shaft 2 
Via	SUB-K4029	

Sonnax Receives Supplier 
Award from ATRA and 
GEARS Magazine 

Sonnax Industries received the 
ATRA/GEARS Magazine Distinguished 
Supplier Award at this year’s Torque 
Converter Rebuilders Association  
(TCRA) annual seminar, at the Equinox 
Hotel and Spa in Manchester, Vermont, 
on Saturday, April 27, 2013.

The award recognizes suppliers 
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one has a larger selection of accumula-
tor pistons, gears, sensors, as well as 
the industry’s original, patented cable 
repair kit. 

Based in Miami, Florida, Southeast 
Worldwide Manufacturers celebrates 
over 32 years serving the automotive 
industry as a leader of specialty OEM 
quality aftermarket products, including 
engine, transmission and torque strut 
mounts, flywheels, flexplates, cables, 
speedometer gears, sensors, specialty 
repair kits, and more.

For more information, visit their 
web site at www.seauto.com.

Prolong Offers  
Nitro Racing Oil 
to New Blitz Winner

Prolong Super Lubricants contin-
ues its support of the NHRA Heritage 
Series nitro funny cars by joining Auto 
Club Famoso Raceway and Boise’s 
Firebird Raceway in the Boise-
Bakersfield Blitz; a four-race, points-
earning series for AA/Funny Cars dur-
ing the 2013 season.

The first race took place on April 
26–28 during the NAPA Auto Parts 
Ignitor at Firebird Raceway in Eagle, 
ID. Dan Horan, Jr. leads as the top 
points earner in the Boise-Bakersfield 
Blitz with 22 points in his Patriot 1966 
Mustang. He’s followed by Robert 
Overholser with 21 points and Kris 
Krabill with 20 points. 

The second and third races will 
be held during the Famoso Raceway’s 
Saturday Night Nitro Shows on June 15 

and July 13 in McFarland, California. 
The fourth and final race will be at 
the 42nd Pepsi Nightfire Nationals at 
Firebird Raceway on August 8–11.

The top points earner will receive 
$1500 of Prolong 70 Weight Nitro 
Racing Oil, a winner’s jacket, a 55-gal-
lon drum of nitromethane, and $2000 in 
cash and gift certificates. The runner-
up will receive $600 in cash and gift 
certificates and a 55-gallon drum of 
nitromethane.

Prolong’s Nitro Racing Oil fea-
tures a blend of premium synthetic 
base oils and additives, formulated with 
the company's advanced Anti-Friction 
Metal Treatment™ (AFMT) technol-
ogy to protect against high temperature 
oxidation, wear, and viscosity break-
down during severe use.

For more information on the Boise-
Bakersfield Blitz, contact Blake Bowser 
at Auto Club Famoso Raceway at 661-
399-2210 or Scott New at Firebird 
Raceway at 208-938-8986.

Superior Introduces  
New SuperTuff™ Bushing

Superior Transmission Parts, Inc. 
is proud to announce its newest release: 
the SuperTuff™ TEFLON® Case/Final 
Drive Bushing, P/N K0103, for:

•	 125/125C
•	 440T4/4T60-4T60E-4T65E
•	 4T40/45E
This new Superior Solution™ 

repair is the fix for prematurely worn 
case/final drive bushings on all popular 
GM front wheel drive units.

Gone are the days of worn or 
leaking passenger side axle seals due 
to early wearout of the old-style case/
housing bushing. Make Superior’s new-
est Teflon® coated SuperTuff™ bush-
ing a “must use” on all your rebuilds.

There are three fixes in each kit, so 
order a few today and say goodbye to 
rework six months down the road!

For more, visit Superior on line at 
www.superior-transmission.com.

who’ve demonstrated a history of out-
standing attention toward their custom-
ers’ successes and the strength of the 
entire transmission rebuilding industry.

Why Sonnax? According to ATRA 
CEO Dennis Madden, it’s about their 
commitment to the industry:

“Sonnax’s technical specialists 
monitor online forums and hotlines, 
to identify problem trends that techni-
cians face in the field,” says Madden. 
“And they’re quick to help the shops 
work through those problems, regard-
less of whether or not the solution is 
addressed by a product they sell. That’s 
a level of commitment and dedication 
that deserves recognition and respect.”

“We’ve appreciated Sonnax’s sup-
port over the years, not only with their 
advertising, but also their input and ded-
ication to the industry,” says GEARS 
Managing Editor Rodger Bland. We 
look forward to a continued long and 
productive relationship with them.”

The award was presented by Rodger 
Bland to Steve Jaussaud, Sonnax’s vice 
president of sales.

“We were all very honored to 
receive this award,” said Jaussaud. “It 
meant a lot coming from a peer group 
like ATRA; the importance of their rec-
ognition isn’t lost on us.”

Southeast Automotive 
Announces Newly 
Expanded Line of 
Components
  Southeast Worldwide Manufacturers 
announces the immediate availability 
of their newly expanded and complete 
line of accumulator pistons, now with 
full coverage for passenger, heavy 
duty, and super duty applications. No 

GEARS Managing Editor 
Rodger Bland presents ATRA’s 
Distinguished Supplier Award to 

Sonnax VP of Sales Steve Jausfaud at  
this year’s TCRA seminar.
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SHOPPER CLASSIFIED ADS
GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
For information on Shopper advertising in GEARS, contact GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030, or call 
(805) 604-2000.

**COMPUTERS**
Transmission Control Module

E C M &  T C M
Mitsubishi-Honda-Hyundai-GEO
Kia-Mazda-Nissan-Suzuki-Toyota

BOSCH ECM
GM - Ford - Chrysler - Dodge

Next Day Air Shipping Available
One Year Warranty

Best Customer Service!
Ford *GM * Chrysler off vehicle 
ECM reprogramming available

8 8 8 - 2 1 7 - 4 0 7 2
Autocomp Technologies, Inc.
8515 N. Freeway, Houston, Texas www.g-tec.comwww.g-tec.com

Heated Cooler 
Line Flusher

Transmission 
Dyno/CV 
Tester

800-725-6499
417-725-6400

Hard Parts * 1946-2010 * Soft Parts

800-835-1007
Quality Parts * 

Fair Prices

~Se Habla Espanol

Excellent Service

Visit our web site www. areds.com

Automatic *  Standard
Transfer Case Parts

 

 

Ansermatic Tested Dyno Tested 

Remanufactured 
Transmissions                     
with Converter                      

IN STOCK 
1-800-369-6601 

silverstartransmission.com 

It’s a good one! 

Mercedes 

Sprinter
s 

Space For Sale!

www.gearsmagazine.com

805-604-2023

$325

ERIKSSON INDUSTRIES

•MEchaTRONIcS - Programmed•

1-800-388-4418
Division of Wentworth Engineering

Authorized        Parts Distributor

•Reman Trans 6HP - 5HP - 4HP 
•BMW - Audi - Jaguar - Range Rover
•Valve Bodies & Torque Converters

1-800-388-4418
Fax: (860) 395-0047

www.zftranspart.com 
146B Elm St., Old Saybrook, CT 06475

• Hard Parts: NEW / USED / REMANUFACTURED

       Soft Parts / Friction Kits / Steel Kits / Repair Manuals

• Lifetime Fluids / Rebuild Kits / Valvebody Kits
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BMW    Mercedes-Benz    Audi

Remanufactured to
Perfection

Hundreds of Transmissions in-stock.

Immediate installation available.

2 year unlimited warranty.

Dyno-tested.

Remanufactured torque converter included.

Toll free 800 - 372 - TRANS

1331 Rollins Road • Burlingame, CA 94010
tel 650 - 348 - 3990    fax 650 - 348 - 3019

G-CorAutomotive.com
1.877.888.5160

Hard parts…need one? 
Need 100? Can’t 
find what you’re 
looking for?

Just  
Ask!

gcor-td-225x3-blue.indd   1 2/28/12   9:32 PM

Equipment Manufacturing Corp.

888-833-9000 
www.equipmentmanufacturing.com

$4,995.00 
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SHOPPER CLASSIFIED ADS
GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
For information on Shopper advertising in GEARS, contact GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030, or call 
(805) 604-2000.

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Standard Transmissions
Transfer Cases

New & Used Parts
Rebuilt Units

*ONE CALL DOES IT ALL*

CALL
BRIAN OR ALBERT

866-571-GEAR
        4 3 2 7

Northland Transmission Inc. 
 

Phone: 715-458-2617     Fax: 715-458-2611 
 

www.servobore.com 

Fix it in less 
than fifteen  
minutes with 
one of our 
easy to use 
kits.

No machine
shop required. 

 

HARD PARTS FOR 
Domestic and Foreign 

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS 
Late and Early models   

 
WE HAVE OVER 500,000 PARTS IN STOCK  

CALL 602-971-0477 
getithardparts.com 

 
WE SHIP UPS DAILY 

NEED QUALITY
CONVERTERS?

Overhaul System! 

Call for a free catalog
877-298-5003

www.atiracing.com
6747 Whitestone Road • Baltimore, MD 21207

®

  
   

  

 

 
 

www.kbcores.com

* Complete Remanufactured*
*Individually Tested*
*SONNAX Updates*

* 1 YR Warranty*
*Tech Support*

*Family Owned & Operated*
*N*Nationwide Shipping*

NOW OFFERING
*SONNAX Updated Pumps*

(877) 337 - 4681
www.reamman.com
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1285 Embarcadero
Oakland, CA

600 Bruckner Road
Spartanburg, SC

Quality 
Remanufactured 
Torque Converters

Expect the Best!

800.727.4461

Distributorships Available

Visit our website:
www.cvcconverters.com

  
        

      
Leading The Industry Since 1978 

www.Trans-Tool.com  

• Transfer Case Assemblies
with Encoder Motors

• Reman Transmissions
• New & Reman Engines
• 3 yr./100,000 Mile Parts &

Labor Warranty
• Nationwide Delivery
• Truckload Pricing

GREEN BAY, WI

800-242-2844

Only at

Remanufactured
Sprinter 

722.6 Transmissions

Updated with latest Sonnax
performance parts

3-year/100,000-mile warranty

866-464-1871
www.sprintertransmission.net
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BUSINESS FOR SALE: Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts - Great location, 40 
year business for sale, will lease prop-
erty and all equipment or sell same 
4800 sq ft building, 4 bays office and 
stock room, 4 lifts flywheel machine, 
etc. Wanting to retire asking 100,000 
for business. Contact owner Jack at 
(508) 922-1731. 

BUSINESS FOR SALE: Mister 
Transmission business located in 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. 
Perennial Top 10 franchise sales 
achiever for over 25 years. Very 
profitable. Owner retiring. Long term 
assistant manager in place. Financial 
information available upon signing of 
confidentiality agreement. Contact 
Jeff Sackville or Art Ingleby at (306) 
359-9799, email: jsackville@ay-sk.
com, aingleby@ay-sk.com. 
 ATRA Mbr

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 2001 
T.C.R.S. Auto aligner welder, elec-
tronic balancer, leak tester.  low vol-
ume. Call to make serious offer, pic-
tures and more info available via 
email: transunlimited@cros.net or 

Transmissions Unlimited: 419-734-
5345.  ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Looking for an 
experienced Automatic Transmission 
Rebuilder. Must be capable of rebuild-
ing all makes and models. Must speak 
English, have own hand tools and 
must be a team player, willing to work 
with co-workers to make any neces-
sary improvements. Monday through 
Friday 8:00am to 5:00pm. Competitive 
pay and benefits. Contact e-address: 
trans1958@aol.com. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Join A Winning 
Team – R & R Technician needed 
for busy transmission shop. Regina, 
Saskatchewan – Canada. Applicant 
must have at least one year experi-
ence. Full time position. Please phone 
Howard or Brian: (306) 545-7500 or 
(306) 539-2384. ATRA Mbr

SHOPPER CLASSIFIED
GEARS classified advertising cost $95.00 for up to 50 words for a one time insertion. ATRA members are eligible to receive up to three (3) FREE classified 
advertisements in GEARS annually (per 9 issues).  Members wishing to place ads once their three FREE ads have been placed may do so at the cost listed above. 
Ads exceeding the maximum word count will cost $1.50 for each additional word (not including phone number and address).

May/June  2013

GEARSGEARS
This could be 

your ad!
(805) 604-2023

FOR THE TRAnSMISSIOn REbuILDIng InDuSTRy

HELP WANTED: Purchasing 
Manager needed for transmission 
parts company. Applicant must have 
excellent people and communica-
tion skills, able to do buying reports 
and maintain inventory levels. Should 
have 5 years plus experience. 
Proficient in Microsoft office pro-
grams.  Must be motivated and self 
starter. Relocation may be required. 
Please email resumes or inquires to: 
dbland@atra.com  Subject line: BB# 
0313-01. ATRA Mbr

Space For Sale!

www.gearsmagazine.com

805-604-2023

$325

Highest Quality
Remanufactured 
Valve Bodies 

Sales@ValveBodyPros.com  •  ValveBodyPros.com

408-287-4500

PRO-Proven BEST In The Industry
PRO-Proven Best Warranty

PRO-Proven Best Unparalleled 
Product Support

Valve Body Pro

Maxx Fluxx™

Bushings

Innovative 
Solenoid 
Solutions 

Minimal or No Adjustment Required

For The Ford 5R55N/W/S

For our canadian 
subscribers

Some of the 800- toll free numbers 
listed in the shopper ad section do 
not work In Canada. Therefore, as a 
service to you we have listed direct 
line phone numbers to our shopper 

advertisers:

www.atra.com

A&REDS Transmission Parts has multiple 
locations

Eriksson Industries (860) 388-4418

Transmission Exchange Co. (503) 284-0768

Autocomp Technologies (713) 697-5511

Precision of New Hampton Inc (641) 394-5955

Lory Transmission Parts (305) 642-4621

Miami Transmission Kits (305) 885-7355

ART Auto Sport Unlimited 
Remanufactured Transmissions (616) 748-5725

Weller Auto Trucks Has many different 
shop locations

Instaclean (928) 680-4445

Silver Star Transmission (405) 330-9300

Trans-Pac Motor Parts (310) 637-9156

Transfer Case Express has multiple 
locations
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HELP WANTED: Due to increased sales, we have an 
opening for an experienced, detail oriented rebuilder. 
Clean, organized shop, top pay. Visit www.certi-
fiedtrans.com/employad.html for more information. 
Follow the links for video tour of our shop and job 
application. (805) 852-7700. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Well established family owned 
and operated Transmission & Auto Repair Center 
since 1992 is looking for experienced Service Writer. 
Candidate should be motivated, full of energy, a team 
player. Must have experience with Microsoft comput-
er. Contact Mike (661) 350-0171 – Submit resumes to 
noriega327@yahoo.com or apply in person Monday 
thru Friday: 9am – 4pm or Saturday 9am – 12pm at 
Affordable Transmission & Auto Repair Center. We 
are located in the Palmdale/Lancaster area at 461 
East Columbia Way (Ave. M). 
www.avautorepaircenter.com. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED:  Transmission Builder- established 
local and operated transmission shop in business for 
20 plus years. Five day work week, competitive pay, 
benefits, vacation time. Shop clean and spacious 
with the latest equipment and tools; located in Rapid 
City, South Dakota. Email resume to loganstrans@
midconetwork.com.   ATRA Mbr

Don't Miss the ATRA SEMINAR Near You!

May 11 – Denver, CO Aug 10 – Los Angeles, CA Oct 5 – Portland, OR
May 18 – Des Moines, IA Aug 17 – Cincinnati, OH Oct 12 – Chicago, IL
May 25 – Vancouver, BC Aug 24 –  Atlanta, GA Oct 19 – Newark, NJ
Jun 1 – Tulsa, OK Aug 24 – Billings, MT TBA – Baltimore, MD
Aug 10–Albuquerque, NM ATRA Powertrain Expo, Sept 19-22, Washington DC

Check http://members.atra.com 
for more dates and locations 

to come!

2013 ATRA TECHNICAL SEMINARS

800.428.8489
http://members.atra.com

MEMBERS.ATRA.COM

Also see page 43,  ReMaTec2013
June 16-18, Amsterdam The Netherlands
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ADVERTISERS

Name  Page Name Page 

ATRA’s Powertrain Expo 2013 ............................36, 37,38,39
 www.powertrainexpo.com
BorgWarner Automotive ...................................................... 31
 www.borgwarner.com
ETE Reman ......................................................................... 17
 www.etereman.com
EVT Parts ........................................................................ OBC
 www.evtparts.com
Ford Customer Service Division ............................................ 9
 www.fordparts.com
H & A Transmissions, Inc. ................................................... 32
 www.hnatrans.com
Jasper Engines & Transmissions ...................................... IBC
 www.jasperengines.com
JDS Worldwide Corp. .......................................................... 41
 www.jdsworldwide.com
Life Automotive Products Inc. .............................................. 13
 www.smartblend.com
Mid States Transmission Parts ............................................ 41
 http://mstp.net
North American Powertrain Components ............................ 47
 www.napcltd.ca
Precision European Inc ....................................................... 63
 www.PEIus.com
Precision International ........................................................... 7
 www.transmissionkits.com
Raybestos Powertrain ........................................................... 3
 www.raybestospowertrain.com

ReMa Tec2013 .................................................................... 43
 www.rematechnews.com
RMP Powertrain Solutions Inc. ........................................... 11
 www.powertrainsolutions.com
Schaeffler Group USA Inc. .................................................. 47
 www.lukclutch.com
Seal Aftermarket Products................................................... 15
 www.sealaftermarketproducts.com
Slauson Transmission Parts ................................................ 33
 www.slauson.com
Sonnax Industries .............................................................. IFC
 www.sonnax.com
Superior Transmission Parts ............................................... 23
 www.superior-transmission.com
Sussex Auto Parts Ltd ......................................................... 34
 www.sussexaautos.co.uk 
Transmission Specialties ..................................................... 35
 www.transmission-specialties.com
Transtar Industries, Inc. ....................................................... 19
 www.transtar1.com
TransTec By CORTECO ...................................................... 25
 www.transtec.com
VBX - ValveBody Xpress, Inc. ............................................. 27
 www.valvebodyxpress.com
Whatever It Takes Transmission Parts, Inc. .......................... 5
 www.wittrans.com

20
13

CALENDAR ATRA Supplier Members
Reserve your free table top display for the 
ATRA 2013 technical seminar series today! 
Call (805) 604-2018

See ATRA Seminar Schedule 
on page 63 or at:
http://members.atra.com/?page=Technical_Seminars
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SPECIALS
A340 O/D Planet Set  V6  $ 125
 V8  $ 175
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